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ABSTRACT
We use KMOS Deep Survey (KDS) galaxies, combined with results from a range of
spectroscopic studies in the literature, to investigate the evolution of the stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation since z ' 4. We first establish the slope and normalisation of the
local rotation-velocity – stellar-mass (VC − M?) relationship using a reference sample
of nearby spiral galaxies; thereafter we fix the slope, and focus on the evolution of
the velocity normalisation with redshift. The rotation-dominated KDS galaxies at
z ' 3.5 have rotation velocities ' −0.1 dex lower than local reference galaxies at fixed
stellar mass. By fitting 16 distant comparison samples spanning 0 < z < 3 (containing
' 1200 galaxies), we show that the size and sign of the inferred VC offset depends
sensitively on the fraction of the parent samples used in the Tully-Fisher analysis, and
how strictly the criterion of ‘rotation dominated’ is enforced (i.e. the median VC/σint
of the samples, where σint is the intrinsic velocity dispersion). Confining attention to
subsamples of galaxies that are especially ‘disky’ results in a consistent positive offset
of ∆VC ' +0.1 dex, however these galaxies are not representative of the evolving-disk
population at z ≥ 1. Using the KDS galaxies we investigate the addition of pressure
support, traced by velocity dispersion, to the dynamical mass budget by adopting a
‘total’ effective velocity of form Vtot = (V2C + 4.0σ2int)0.5. The rotation-dominated and
dispersion-dominated KDS galaxies fall on the same locus in the total-velocity versus
stellar-mass plane, removing the need for debate over the precise selection threshold
for rotation-dominated galaxies. Applying this approach to the comparison samples,
we find total-velocity versus stellar-mass relation offsets in the range +0.08 to +0.15
dex in total-velocity zero-point (−0.30 to −0.55 dex in stellar-mass zero-point) from
the local Tully-Fisher relation at z ≥ 1, consistent with steady evolution of M?/Mdyn
with cosmic time.
Key words: galaxies:high-redshift —- galaxies:kinematics and dynamics —- galax-
ies:evolution
1 INTRODUCTION
Typical star-forming galaxies are usually defined as those
that lie on the relatively tight relationship between star-
formation rate (SFR) and stellar mass (M?) that is observed
over a wide redshift range (e.g. Daddi et al. 2007; Noeske
et al. 2007; Elbaz et al. 2007). As well as the arrival
and departure of galaxies from this sequence, due to the
? E-mail: turner@roe.ac.uk (OJT)
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combination of processes which replenish and quench star
formation (e.g. Peng et al. 2010; Tacchella et al. 2015), the
mean physical properties of typical star-forming galaxies
evolve over time. This is manifest in the evolution of: the
main-sequence normalisation (e.g. Whitaker et al. 2012,
2014); the mass-metallicity relationship normalisation (e.g.
Erb et al. 2006; Maiolino et al. 2008; Cullen et al. 2014);
disk sizes (e.g. Trujillo et al. 2007; van der Wel et al. 2014)
and dynamical properties (e.g. Cresci et al. 2009; Wis-
nioski et al. 2015; Harrison et al. 2017; Swinbank et al. 2017).
© 2017 The Authors
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Much of the observational progress over the last
decade can be attributed to the advent of integral-field
spectroscopy, a technique in which an array of spectra
can be collected across a given spatial region, allowing
for spatially-resolved measurements of the dynamical and
chemical properties of both star-forming and quiescent
galaxies to be made (e.g. Epinat et al. 2008a; Fo¨rster
Schreiber et al. 2009; Gnerucci et al. 2011; Epinat et al.
2012; Troncoso et al. 2014; Wisnioski et al. 2015; Stott
et al. 2016; Di Teodoro et al. 2016; Swinbank et al. 2017;
Turner et al. 2017). In tandem with this, the internal gas
properties (e.g. kinematics, metallicity gradients) can now
be predicted by high-resolution cosmological simulations for
100s-1000s of galaxies (e.g. Schaye et al. 2015; Genel et al.
2015; Lagos et al. 2017; Swinbank et al. 2017). However,
these models require several ‘sub-grid’ assumptions to
describe the many processes which govern how galaxies
evolve, such as nonlinear feedback from star formation
and active galactic nuclei (e.g. Schaye et al. 2015). These
assumptions must be refined or refuted by comparison to
observations, ideally using large samples of galaxies across
cosmic time with integral-field spectroscopic data.
Galaxy samples have now been observed using integral-
field spectroscopy, spanning the redshift range 0 < z < 4,
thanks in particular to the Spectrograph for INtegral-Field
Observations in the Near Infrared (SINFONI; Eisenhauer
et al. 2003) and the multiplexing capabilities of the K-band
Multi-Object Spectrograph (KMOS; Sharples et al. 2013).
The number of observations is continually growing, and
as a result we are better placed than ever to study the
evolving star-forming population over this redshift interval,
corresponding to 12 Gyrs of cosmic time (i.e. most of the
history of the Universe). A picture of the dynamical evolu-
tion of star-forming galaxies has emerged, in which initially
turbulent systems with large intrinsic velocity dispersions
(σint) ‘settle’ over time (e.g. Law et al. 2009; Simons et al.
2016), leading to lower observed σint values and therefore
higher ratios of rotation velocity to velocity dispersion
(VC/σint) with decreasing redshift (e.g. Wisnioski et al.
2015; Simons et al. 2017; Turner et al. 2017; Johnson et al.
2017, although see Di Teodoro et al. 2016 for a discussion
of how σint could be overstimated at intermediate redshifts).
The evolution of dynamical scaling relations in star-
forming galaxies provides information about the partition of
the total mass between dark matter, stars and gas, as well
as shedding light on the stability of the galaxy disks. One
important example is the stellar mass ‘Tully-Fisher’ relation
(Tully & Fisher 1977; Bell & de Jong 2001) which connects
the stellar mass within a galaxy to the rotation velocity, a
tracer of the total dynamical mass. A change in the slope of
the relationship with increasing redshift indicates a stellar-
mass dependent change to the connection between velocity
and total galaxy mass. A change in the normalisation indi-
cates a redistribution of the total mass in the galaxy between
visible and dark components on the scales traced by the ob-
servations. It is mostly accepted that the number of galaxies
observed and the data quality are too low to accurately con-
strain the slope of the relationship at z > 1, and so evolution
is assessed by fixing the slope to a reference value measured
in the local Universe and monitoring shifts in the normali-
sation (e.g. Puech et al. 2008; Cresci et al. 2009; Miller et al.
2011, 2012; Tiley et al. 2016; Harrison et al. 2017; Straatman
et al. 2017; Pelliccia et al. 2017; U¨bler et al. 2017). However,
there is no consensus throughout these studies on how the
normalisation of the relationship changes over cosmic time.
There are several systematic effects throughout the analysis
which can lead to diverging conclusions, such as the choice
of local reference relationship and the sample-selection cri-
teria (e.g. Tiley et al. 2016; Harrison et al. 2017). In this
paper we investigate the evolution of the stellar mass Tully-
Fisher relation from z ∼ 4 to z = 0, and reconcile discrepant
literature results over this range.
Furthermore, it has recently emerged that the rota-
tion velocity may be an inadequate tracer of the total
dynamical mass, especially at high redshift, due to the
contribution of pressure support to the dynamical mass
budget. For example Kassin et al. (2007) show that the
S0.5 =
√
0.5V2
C
+ σ2g parameter correlates more tightly with
mass than the rotation velocities alone for galaxies over
the redshift range 0 < z < 1.2, where σg is the integrated
velocity dispersion of the galaxies. Burkert et al. (2010) also
show that the addition of a pressure term to the equation
of hydrostatic equilibrium can reduce the observed rotation
velocities of star-forming galaxies, prompting others to
adopt a corrected rotation velocity which accounts for the
contribution from pressure (e.g. Newman et al. 2013; U¨bler
et al. 2017). In U¨bler et al. (2017), a pressure-corrected
velocity is explored in the context of the evolution of the
stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation out to z ∼ 2.3, concluding
that it is necessary to account for pressure support to truly
trace the evolution of dynamical mass with redshift. These
works have sparked a new debate on how best to explore
the connection between dynamical and stellar mass over
cosmic time. In this study we expand such investigations
out to z ∼ 4.
The KMOS-Deep Survey (KDS) (Turner et al. 2017), is
a programme which aims to study the dynamical and chem-
ical properties of ' 80 star-forming galaxies at z ' 3.5. A
detailed study of the dynamical properties of a sample of
morphologically isolated KDS galaxies revealed that only
one third are dominated by ordered rotation (Turner et al.
2017), as a result of low rotation velocities and high velocity
dispersions. This is significantly lower than the ∼ 80−100 per
cent of star-forming galaxies at z ≤ 1 (e.g. Fig. 7 of Turner
et al. 2017) observed to be rotation-dominated. We con-
cluded that, for the majority of z = 3.5 star-forming galaxies,
random motions are prevalent throughout the galaxy disk
and, as suggested above, it may be important to account for
these when attempting to trace the total dynamical mass of
the galaxies. In this paper we discuss the stellar-mass Tully-
Fisher relation for the KDS galaxies and use a compilation
of comparison samples in the literature spanning 0 < z < 4 to
assess the evolution of the relation. We also consider the im-
pact of pressure support, traced by velocity dispersions, to
the dynamical properties of the KDS and comparison sample
galaxies.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In § 2 we give
a brief overview of the selection criteria, data reduction and
extraction of physical properties for the KDS sample. In § 3
we present our study of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation
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for the KDS galaxies, and using our compilation of compar-
ison samples we discuss the dependence of the observed evo-
lution of the relationship on sample-selection criteria. In § 4
we explore the impact of accounting for pressure support,
traced by the velocity dispersions, in the dynamical mass
budget of the galaxies, and formulate an effective ‘total ve-
locity’. Using the comparison samples, we then study the
evolutionary trends of the total-velocity versus stellar-mass
relation. In § 5 we present our conclusions. Throughout this
work we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with (h, Ωm, ΩΛ)
= (0.7, 0.3, 0.7).
2 SURVEY DESCRIPTION, SAMPLE
SELECTION AND OBSERVATIONS
The KDS is a survey of the gas kinematics and chemical
compositions of 77 star-forming, z ' 3.5 galaxies observed
with KMOS. Full details of the survey, sample selection,
data reduction, dynamical modelling and kinematic param-
eter extraction can be found in Turner et al. (2017). How-
ever, below we present a brief overview of the survey, and of
the KDS sample used throughout § 3 and § 4.
2.1 The KDS & sample selection
The KMOS Deep Survey (KDS) is a guaranteed time pro-
gramme focusing on the spatially-resolved properties of typ-
ical star-forming galaxies at z ' 3.5. These data have been
collected to guide our understanding of early disk formation
in terms of both the observed kinematics and the chemistry,
as inferred through observations of the ionised gas emission
lines.
The 77 KDS target galaxies have previous spectroscopic
redshift measurement and were selected to fall in the redshift
range 3.0 < z < 3.8. We include regions of both low and high
galaxy density, spanning GOODS-S (e.g. Koekemoer et al.
2011; Grogin et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2013) and SSA22 (e.g.
Steidel et al. 1998). These fields are covered by rest-frame
ultraviolet to far-infrared high-resolution ancillary photom-
etry, allowing us to infer galactic physical properties with
SED fitting and to recover the morphological properties of
the galaxies. The measurement of stellar masses is described
in detail in Turner et al. (2017). Briefly, we make use of
the available multi-wavelength photometry to fit the galaxy
SEDs following the procedure described in McLure et al.
(2011). We use solar metallicity BC03 (Bruzual & Charlot
2003) templates with a Chabrier (2003) Initial Mass Func-
tion (IMF), account for dust attenuation using the Calzetti
reddening law (Calzetti et al. 2000) with dust attenuation
allowed to vary freely over the range 0.0 < AV < 4.0, and
include the effects of strong nebular emission lines accord-
ing to the line ratios determined by Cullen et al. (2014). We
focus on the stellar mass range 9.0 < log(M?/M) < 10.5,
(i.e. the range covered by local reference data, see Fig. A1),
which leads to 4 KDS galaxies with log(M?/M) < 9.0 be-
ing omitted from the subsequent analysis. The median stel-
lar mass of the galaxies in this range is log(M?/M) = 9.8.
We have also verified using both the rest-frame UVJ colour
space diagnostic and the star-formation rate versus stellar
mass ‘main-sequence’ plot that the KDS target galaxies fall
in the loci defined by typical star-forming galaxies at these
redshifts (Turner et al. 2017).
2.2 KMOS observations and data reduction
KMOS is a second-generation Integral-Field Spectrograph
(IFS) mounted at the Nasmyth focal plane of Unit Tele-
scope 1 (UT1) at the European Southern Observatory’s Very
Large Telescope (ESO/VLT). The instrument has 24 move-
able pickoff arms, each with an integrated IFU, which patrol
a region 7.2′ in diameter on the sky, providing consider-
able flexibility when selecting sources for a single pointing.
The light from each set of 8 IFUs is dispersed by a single
spectrograph and recorded on a 2k×2k Hawaii-2RG HgCdTe
near-infrared detector, so that the instrument is comprised
of three effectively independent modules.
The target galaxies were observed with KMOS in the
H and K-bands during ESO observing periods P92-P96
using Guaranteed Time Observations (Programme IDs:
092.A-0399(A), 093.A-0122(A,B), 094.A-0214(A,B), 095.A-
0680(A,B), 096.A-0315(A,B,C)) with excellent K-band
seeing conditions ranging between 0.5 − 0.7′′. At these
redshifts, the Hβ, [O iii]λ4959 and [O iii]λ5007 emission
lines are shifted into the K-band and the [O ii]λ3727,3729
doublet is shifted into the H-band. When used together,
these features are rich in both kinematic and chemical in-
formation. The on-source exposure times were in the range
7-10 hours, accumulated using a standard object-sky-object
(OSO) nod-to-sky observation pattern, with 300s exposures
and alternating 0.2′′/0.1′′ dither pattern for increased
spatial sampling around each of the target galaxies. We
also observed standard stars to allow for flux calibration of
the data products, and the spatial locations of control stars
were monitored throughout the observations to determine
the shifts which must be applied to each exposure when
creating the final object stacks (Turner et al. 2017).
Data reduction was carried out using the Software
Package for Astronomical Reduction with KMOS, (SPARK;
Davies et al. 2013), implemented using the ESO Recipe Ex-
ecution Tool (ESOREX) (Freudling et al. 2013), with ad-
ditional python scripts for non-standard methods (Turner
et al. 2017). Following the reduction of each object-sky pair,
all exposures were stacked together to create a final dat-
acube for each object, which was flux calibrated using the
standard star observations. We attempted to make an inte-
grated measurement of the [O iii]λ5007 emission line in each
cube (the highest S/N line), detecting emission in 62 (81 per
cent) of the galaxies in the sample.
2.3 Morphological and kinematic measurements
To accurately constrain the kinematics of the KDS sample,
it was important to measure the galaxy sizes and inclina-
tion angles, which allowed us to extract rotation velocities
at a known fiducial radius and correct the line-of-sight ve-
locity component. We used GALFIT (Peng et al. 2010) to
constrain the half-light radii (R1/2) and axis-ratios of the
KDS galaxies by fitting exponential light profiles to the Hub-
ble Space Telescope (HST) WFC3 F160W imaging. In each
of the stacked datacubes where an integrated [O iii]λ5007
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measurement was made, we extracted two-dimensional flux,
velocity and velocity dispersion maps by fitting gaussian pro-
files to the individual spatial-pixels (spaxels) of the cube (see
Turner et al. 2017). We classified 47/62 galaxies with an
integrated [O iii]λ5007 measurement as spatially-resolved,
with this being defined as those galaxies where the extent of
the [O iii]λ5007 flux map is more extended than the Point
Spread Function (PSF) of the observations.
For the dynamical modelling, a series of mock dat-
acubes were populated with [O iii]λ5007 emission lines in
an exponential spatial flux distribution and with a two-
dimensional velocity field which followed the arctangent
function. These intrinsic models were convolved with the
atmospheric PSF, measured from the observations, and
fitted to the observed velocity field, which generated both
observed and intrinsic model velocity fields and a map of
the beam-smearing corrections to the observed velocity
dispersions. The rotation velocities were extracted from
the best-fit intrinsic model at a fiducial radius of 2R1/2
(corresponding to ' 3.4Rd, where Rd is the exponential disk
scale radius). The velocity dispersion value for each galaxy
was taken as the median of the intrinsic velocity dispersion
maps, i.e. the observed map with the beam-smearing
correction map subtracted linearly and the intrumental
resolution map subtracted in quadrature (Turner et al.
2017). In summary, the outcome of the dynamical modelling
procedure was a measure of the intrinsic rotation velocity,
VC, and the intrinsic velocity dispersion, σint, for each
galaxy in the spatially-resolved sample.
The high-resolution HST imaging allowed us to iden-
tify galaxies involved in probable late-stage merger events,
for which the interpretation of velocity and velocity dis-
persion fields is complicated. After identifying KDS targets
which are spatially-resolved and removing the merger can-
didates, we are left with 29 galaxies in the specified mass
range (see § 2.1), which we refer to as the ‘isolated-field
sample’ throughout the remainder of this paper, and which
constitute the KDS sample for the analysis described in the
following sections. The isolated-field sample is further sub-
divided into ‘rotation-dominated’ with VC/σint > 1 (13/29)
and ‘dispersion-dominated’ with VC/σint < 1 (16/29) galax-
ies, as a simple method to distinguish between whether or-
dered rotation or random motions dominate the gas dynam-
ics of the system. The morphological and kinematic prop-
erties of the isolated-field sample are listed in Turner et al.
(2017).
2.4 Comparison samples
Throughout this work we make use of 5 ‘local’ (z = 0) and
16 ‘distant’ (z ∼ 0.1 − 3) comparison samples to establish
the evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation. A de-
tailed description of each of these samples is provided in
Appendix A, to which we refer the reader for more infor-
mation. In § 3.2 and § 3.2.1 we use the comparison samples
to explore how sample selection and the choice of z = 0 ref-
erence sample impacts the conclusions surrounding the evo-
lution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation. All of these
samples are analysed using the same methodology through-
out § 3, to provide consistent results across a wide redshift
range. Briefly, we obtained the published rotation velocities,
velocity dispersions and stellar masses of these star-forming
galaxy samples spanning 0 < z < 3, correcting the stellar
masses to a Chabrier (2003) IMF where required, and mon-
itoring the methods used to measure rotation velocities and
intrinsic velocity dispersions. The samples were carefully-
selected to contain typical star-forming galaxies with dy-
namics measured using similar approaches which seek to
correct for the effects of beam-smearing. In some cases, we
do not consider the measured kinematic properties to be di-
rectly comparable to the other samples; we highlight these
results using grey hollow symbols in the plots throughout
§ 3 & § 4. We list the fit results in Table A1, and plot the
data used for these fits in Figs B1 and B2.
3 THE EVOLUTION OF THE STELLAR-MASS
TULLY-FISHER RELATION
The stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation (e.g. Bell & de Jong
2001) connects the stellar mass within a galaxy to the ro-
tation velocity, and hence, in the case of a disk galaxy, the
total dynamical mass. It is thus a powerful tracer of the stel-
lar assembly history of galaxies. There is currently a debate
in the literature surrounding both the extent of the evolu-
tion of this scaling relation and the interpretation of an ob-
served evolution. In comparison with the stellar-mass Tully-
Fisher relation zero-point derived using local spiral galaxies,
some surveys report a varying degree of evolution over the
range 0 < z < 2 (e.g. Puech et al. 2008; Cresci et al. 2009;
Straatman et al. 2017; U¨bler et al. 2017) for massive, disky
galaxies. Others report very little evolution using samples of
star-forming galaxies covering a wide range in stellar mass
and showing significant kinematic and morphological diver-
sity (e.g. Miller et al. 2011, 2012; Harrison et al. 2017). In
the following sections we fit the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher re-
lation to KDS isolated-field sample galaxies and study the
evolution of the relationship out to z ∼ 4. We do this using
the compilation of comparison samples described in § 2.4,
carefully exploring the impact of differing sample-selection
criteria on the inferred evolution. All of the galaxy samples
are fitted in the rotation-velocity versus stellar-mass plane
and so offsets from the local stellar-mass Tully-Fisher rela-
tion are quoted in terms of the velocity zero-point, which
differs from the mass zero-points often quoted throughout
the literature by a factor of −1/α, where α is the slope of
the relation defined in the following section1.
3.1 The stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation for the
KDS galaxies
In Fig. 1 we plot intrinsic rotation velocity against stellar
mass for the rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated
KDS subsamples. For comparison, we plot the density of z '
0.9 rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated KROSS
galaxies (see Appendix A2.6) in this plane using the blue and
red contours respectively. In order to place the KDS galaxies
in context in the rotation-velocity versus stellar-mass plane,
it is important to choose a reliable z ' 0 comparison sample.
1 We have confirmed that we recover equivalent offsets when fit-
ting the samples in the stellar-mass versus velocity plane.
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We define the local stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation by fit-
ting the spiral galaxy sample from Reyes et al. (2011), which
contains 189 galaxies covering a wide range in stellar mass.
To fit this sample we use the python pack-
age LMFIT (Newville et al. 2014) which makes use
of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The relation
log(VC) = β + α[log(M?) − 10.1] (as per e.g. Reyes et al.
2011; Harrison et al. 2017) is fitted to the Reyes et al.
(2011) galaxies, with both the slope and intercept allowed
to vary. We carry out the fit 1000 times, perturbing each
velocity value by a random number drawn from a gaussian
distribution centred on the datapoint and with standard
deviation given by the velocity error. The stellar mass is
perturbed in the same way, using a fixed error of 0.2 dex2
on each of the stellar mass values. We take the median
of the resultant parameter distributions and recover the
1 − σ error from the 16th and 84th percentiles to find
βz=0 = 2.127 ± 0.010 and αz=0 = 0.270 ± 0.016, which we use
as our reference local relation for all subsequent compar-
isons. The normalisation and slope quoted in Reyes et al.
(2011) are βReyes = 2.142± 0.004 and αReyes = 0.278± 0.010
respectively. The slope we measure when re-fitting the data
is consistent within the errors and the small difference
between normalisations is the result of converting between
the Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2002) adopted in Reyes et al.
(2011) and the Chabrier IMF used throughout this work
(more details in Appendix A1.1).
Other surveys (Tiley et al. 2016; Straatman et al.
2017; Harrison et al. 2017; U¨bler et al. 2017) have also
made use of the Reyes et al. (2011) sample as a local
reference, using the fit parameters quoted in Reyes et al.
(2011) in order to study the evolution of the stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation. Several local samples exist, leading
to several possible reference relations which differ from one
another in terms of slope and normalisation. As discussed
in Appendix A1, the commonly adopted reference samples
span ' 0.05 dex in velocity normalisation, and so the choice
of which to use has an impact on the conclusions drawn for
the evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation (e.g.
Straatman et al. 2017). For example, when defining the
local relation using a fit to spiral galaxies from Romanowsky
& Fall (2012), the reference velocity zero-point is ' 0.05 dex
higher. For some samples, this uncertainty could account
for a significant fraction of the observed evolution of the
stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation to high redshift (see Figs
A1, A2 and A2), which we discuss further in § 4.2.1 .
The rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated
galaxies in the KDS isolated-field sample are fitted following
the same procedure as above, but with the slope held fixed to
the local value of αz=0 = 0.270. Fixing the slope allows us to
focus on the evolution of the normalisation of the relation by
applying a consistent functional form at each redshift. We
find βrot,z=3.5 = 2.026 ± 0.036 and βdisp,z=3.5 = 1.790+0.042−0.045
which are offset from the local relation by ' −0.10 dex and
' −0.35 dex in velocity zero-point respectively. As mentioned
above, it is common to quote stellar-mass zero-point offsets
2 0.2 dex is the typical uncertainty on the stellar masses recovered
from SED fitting in the KDS isolated-field sample
in units of log(M?/M), which differ from the velocity zero-
point offsets by a factor of −1/α. The KDS velocity zero-
point offsets correspond to +0.33 dex and +1.22 dex offsets
in stellar mass for the rotation-dominated and dispersion-
dominated galaxies respectively.
We also fit the rotation-dominated and dispersion-
dominated KROSS (Harrison et al. 2017) galaxies to find
βrot,z=0.9 = 2.112 ± 0.009, βdisp,z=0.9 = 1.549 ± 0.013. In
Harrison et al. (2017), the rotation-dominated KROSS
galaxies, defined as those with VC/σint > 1, are fitted in the
velocity versus stellar-mass plane with the slope allowed to
vary, reporting fit parameter values αHarrison = 0.33 ± 0.11
and βHarrison = 2.12 ± 0.04. The fixed slope we use and
the normalisation we recover are both consistent within the
errors with the results from Harrison et al. (2017).
Fig. 1 shows that the rotation-dominated KDS galaxies
have lower rotation velocities at fixed stellar mass than
the local reference and intermediate redshift KROSS star-
forming galaxies. The KDS rotation-dominated velocity
zero-point is offset in the opposite sense to other intermedi-
ate redshift studies of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation,
which either show no evolution (e.g. Miller et al. 2011, 2012;
Epinat et al. 2012; Pelliccia et al. 2017; Harrison et al. 2017)
or evolution of up to +0.12 dex in velocity zero-point (e.g.
Cresci et al. 2009; Straatman et al. 2017; U¨bler et al. 2017).
The shifts towards higher velocities are usually interpreted
as an increase in the ratio of dynamical to stellar mass with
increasing redshift, as galaxies have yet to convert their gas
mass into stars. We show in § 4 that the KDS offset is likely
a consequence of the increasing significance of pressure
support at high redshift (e.g. Kassin et al. 2012; Simons
et al. 2017; U¨bler et al. 2017), leading observationally to an
increase in velocity dispersions at the expense of rotation
velocity (e.g. Burkert et al. 2010; Simons et al. 2017).
To study the inferred evolution of the stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation, we apply the same fitting analysis to
our compilation of 16 distant star-forming galaxy compari-
son samples with median redshifts in the range 0 < z < 4.
We also explore the link between sample-selection criteria
and the inferred evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher
relation in the following subsections.
3.2 Evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher
relation out to z ∼ 4
The fitting analysis described above is applied to the 5 local
and 16 distant star-forming galaxy comparison samples de-
scribed throughout Appendix A (and see § 2.4). For each of
these comparison samples we make use of tabulated veloci-
ties, velocity dispersions (when available) and stellar masses
and have converted all stellar mass measurements to a com-
mon Chabrier (2003) IMF. Using this information, we create
rotation-dominated (VC/σint > 1) and dispersion-dominated
(VC/σint < 1) subsamples in each of the comparison sam-
ples where this is possible (some of the samples by design
contain only rotation-dominated galaxies). The VC/σint > 1
criteria is one way to pick out ‘disk’ galaxies, i.e. those where
the rotational motions exceed the random motions. We ex-
plore how defining disk galaxies in different ways, e.g. with
a stricter VC/σint cut, is connected to the observed stellar-
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Figure 1. Rotation velocity versus stellar-mass for the rotation-dominated (blue-circular) and dispersion-dominated (red-diamond) KDS
isolated-field sample galaxies. The black dot-dashed line in the lower left indicates the ±0.2 dex error on the KDS stellar masses. The solid
black line shows the fit to local spiral galaxies from Reyes et al. (2011) using the fitting the relation log(VC) = β+α[log(M?)−10.1], which
constitutes our local reference relation (see Appendix A1.1). The blue-dashed and red-dot-dashed lines show the fits to the rotation-
dominated and dispersion-dominated KDS galaxies respectively, using the fixed slope α = 0.270 recovered from the fit to the Reyes et al.
(2011) spirals. The shaded regions around these lines represent the 1 − σ uncertainty on the fit. The blue and red contours show the
density of rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated galaxies from KROSS (Harrison et al. 2017), both starting at 10 and increasing
in increments of 10 and 3 respectively. The velocity zero-point offset for the rotation-dominated KDS galaxies is ' −0.10 dex below the
local relation, with the dispersion-dominated galaxies ' −0.35 dex below.
mass Tully-Fisher evolution in § 3.2.1. We fit the stellar-
mass Tully-Fisher relation following the procedure described
throughout § 3, with slope fixed to the local reference value
of αz=0 = 0.270, to the following samples:
(i) All galaxies (RD & DD: All)
(ii) Rotation-dominated only (RD: VC/σint > 1)
(iii) Dispersion-dominated only (DD: VC/σint < 1)
The corresponding fits to the data are shown in Appendix
B. In Fig. 2 we compare the velocity zero-points recovered
from these fits with the local velocity zero-point. In the
three panels of Fig. 2 the y-axis shows the difference
between the fitted velocity zero-point at the redshift of the
comparison sample and the local zero-point. Hollow, grey
symbols indicate the samples for which direct comparisons
to the other results are complicated due to differences in
the measurement of kinematic properties (e.g. no beam-
smearing corrections applied) as explained throughout
Appendix A2. Positive values indicate that the galaxies
have higher velocities at fixed stellar mass relative to the
local sample, which could be interpreted as a higher ratio
of dynamical to stellar mass. Negative values indicate the
opposite, however we will discuss the limitations of directly
comparing dynamical mass, inferred using observed rotation
velocities alone, and stellar mass in § 4.
The top panel of Fig. 2 shows the fits to the full
samples. By virtue of these samples containing both
rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated galaxies,
which sit in discrepant locations in the velocity versus
stellar-mass plane (see Figs 1 & B1), the velocity zero-
points recovered from these fits are biased low and have
large uncertainties. The middle panel of Fig. 2 shows the
results of fitting the rotation-dominated galaxies in the
comparison samples. Note that some of the samples only
contain rotation-dominated galaxies and so the point
locations are unchanged between the top and middle
panels. The 12 ‘reliable’ (filled, colour symbols in Fig. 2)
distant comparison samples have offsets bounded by shifts
of roughly −0.10 dex to +0.10 dex in velocity zero-point
from the local relation (i.e. between ±0.35 dex offset in
stellar-mass zero-points). The middle panel of Fig. 2 does
not contain any information about sample-selection effects,
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Figure 2. The velocity-normalisation offsets, ∆β, from the local stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation against redshift. In each panel the
dashed-black horizontal line shows the Reyes et al. (2011) reference velocity zero-point, and the dashed grey horizontal line shows the
approximate +0.05 dex zero-point shift found when adopting a local reference relation recovered from fitting galaxies from Romanowsky
& Fall (2012) (see the text and Appendix A1). The studies from which the comparison sample data have been taken are shown in the
legend. Generally the median stellar mass of subsamples from the same parent sample vary between the three panels, with dispersion-
dominated galaxies having somewhat lower values. We list these values, as well as the Tully-Fisher offsets, in Table A1. Top: The fits to
the full galaxy samples (including rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated galaxies; see Appendix B). Middle: The same as the top
panel but with only the rotation-dominated galaxies. The majority of points fall between −0.10 dex to +0.10 dex in velocity zero-point
offset from the local relation (i.e. between ' ±0.35 dex offset in stellar-mass zero-point). The KDS galaxies are offset to lower velocities at
fixed stellar mass, suggesting that rotation velocity alone is not a good tracer of dynamical mass at z ∼ 3.5 (see § 4). Bottom: The same
as the top and middle panels, but with only the dispersion-dominated galaxies. In each survey where dispersion-dominated galaxies are
available, the measured zero-points from the fits are significantly lower than the local zero-point.
e.g. the correlation between the median VC/σint of each
of the rotation-dominated comparison samples and the
observed Tully-Fisher offset (e.g. Tiley et al. 2016), or
the median stellar mass of the samples. When viewed in
isolation, plots such as these provide limited insight into
the evolution of scaling relations, since sample selection is
a dominant caveat. We show this explicitly in § 3.2.2 and
§ 3.2.3.
The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the offsets from the
local stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation for the dispersion-
dominated subsamples, which are substantially below the
local reference relation with velocity zero-point offsets span-
ning −0.4 to −0.8 dex. The correlation between rotation ve-
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locity and stellar mass is less apparent in these subsamples,
leading to large uncertainties in the recovered velocity zero-
points. It is not physically motivated to look at dispersion-
dominated galaxies in the context of the stellar-mass Tully-
Fisher relation, however we include the top and bottom pan-
els here for comparison to the corresponding panels in Fig. 7,
which explores the evolution of the ‘total-velocity’ (includ-
ing a contribution from velocity dispersion in supporting
the total mass of the systems, see § 4.2) versus stellar-mass
relation. Furthermore, the difference in offsets between the
rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated systems high-
lights that the galaxy sample used (in terms of the VC/σint
values) is critical in determining the inferred evolution of the
stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation. We explore this in detail
in the following subsection.
3.2.1 The importance of sample selection in the observed
evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation
The aim of this subsection is predominantly to shed light
on the discrepant literature results describing the evolution
of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation beyond the local
Universe. The carefully-selected and consistently-treated
comparison samples used in this work allow the evolution
to be studied across both a wide redshift range, corre-
sponding to 12 Gyrs of cosmic time, and a wide range of
galaxy properties (see Appendix A2). Samples are often
constructed for Tully-Fisher analysis by imposing selection
criteria which aim to identify star-forming galaxies that
are most ‘disky’, i.e. most kinematically evolved, and hence
most representative of the spiral galaxies used to construct
the local Tully-Fisher samples (e.g. Cresci et al. 2009; U¨bler
et al. 2017). However, at high redshift these sample-selection
cuts may exclude the majority of the parent sample due
to, for example, the decline in the ratio of VC/σint with
increasing redshift (e.g. Wisnioski et al. 2015; Turner et al.
2017; Johnson et al. 2017). Consequently, samples resulting
from strict selection criteria may not be representative
of the population of typical evolving-disk galaxies at the
corresponding redshift. The key point is that the analysis
of star-forming samples that are selected to be increasingly
disky will lead to different conclusions than the analysis of
parent population representative samples, due to differences
in the kinematic properties of the two sample types at fixed
stellar mass.
In the following subsections we show the effect of sam-
ple selection by exploring the dependence of the rotation-
dominated (VC/σint > 1 samples) stellar-mass Tully-Fisher
offsets presented in the middle panel of Fig. 2 on two diag-
nostics of sample-selection criteria: (1) The fraction of the
parent samples used in the Tully-Fisher analysis with respect
to the empirically-determined rotation-dominated fraction
(§ 3.2.2); (2) The median VC/σint of the comparison sam-
ples with respect to an equilibrium model prediction for this
quantity (§ 3.2.3). We define values for these diagnostics
for the typical evolving-disk population and study the link
between comparison sample Tully-Fisher offsets and the de-
parture from these values.
3.2.2 Parent sample fraction and Tully-Fisher offsets
In the following, we define the parent sample of each of the
comparison samples as the number of galaxies which have
been observed spectroscopically and in which the target
emission line has been detected. The parent samples are
discussed explicitly in Appendix A2. The parent fraction is
defined for each of the comparison samples as the ratio of
the number of galaxies used for the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher
analysis in § 3.1 (i.e. middle panel of Fig. 2) to the number
of galaxies in the parent sample, as defined above. As a
result of the decline in rotation-dominated galaxies with
redshift (e.g. Stott et al. 2016; Turner et al. 2017), a smaller
fraction of the parent samples are considered for fitting in
the rotation-velocity versus stellar-mass plane at higher
redshift. To account for this we normalise each parent
fraction using an empirically defined relation between the
observed rotation-dominated fractions and redshift. This
relation is defined as RDF = −0.2z + 1, and is plotted in
the left panel of Fig. 3 (adapted from Turner et al. 2017),
which also shows the rotation-dominated fraction of the
parent samples against redshift. The normalised parent
fraction is defined as the ratio of the parent fraction to
the empirical rotation-dominated fraction, measured at the
median redshift of the samples. We define the evolving-disk
population at each redshift as all galaxies with VC/σint > 1,
so that the fraction of galaxies that would be used in a
rotation-dominated Tully-Fisher analysis is equal to the
rotation-dominated fraction, following the above empirical
relation. The normalised parent sample is small when the
Tully-Fisher analysis is being applied to rarer objects which
constitute only a small fraction of the full sample, and
hence are not representative of the typical evolving-disk
population at that epoch (i.e. moving towards smaller
fractions reflects the application of increasingly-strict disk
criteria).
In the right panel of Fig. 3 we plot the offsets from
the local Tully-Fisher relation for each comparison sample,
only containing rotation-dominated (VC/σint > 1) sources,
against normalised parent fraction. Using the KROSS data
and the HR-COSMOS data we perform an additional sam-
ple cut of VC/σint > 3 and VC/σint > 5 to further explore
the impact of selection criteria. Using these subsamples we
re-fit the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation, determining the
new offsets from the local relation and the new normalised
parent fractions. The symbols representing the VC/σint > 3
and VC/σint > 5 cuts are given black and red outlines
respectively.
We highlight on Fig. 3, using a vertical shaded region,
the location of samples which are representative of the
evolving-disk population (based on the above definition).
The grey regions are lower and upper bounds (correspond-
ing to roughly ±0.1 dex, or ∼ 20 per cent tolerance) on
whether the normalised parent fraction is in agreement with
the expected location of the evolving-disk population (as
defined above). We also suggest a region of no stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher evolution with the horizontal hatching between
±0.04 dex3 in velocity zero-point offset (roughly equivalent
3 Corresponding to ±0.15 dex in stellar-mass zero-point
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Figure 3. Left: The rotation-dominated fraction of star-forming galaxy samples is plotted as a function of redshift (adapted from Turner
et al. 2017), which evolves following the empirical relation RDF = −0.2z+1 (dot-dashed track). Right: The velocity zero-point offsets from
the local Tully-Fisher relation, from fitting the rotation-dominated sources (Fig. 2, middle), against the fraction of the parent sample
used to fit the relation. This fraction is redshift-normalised by dividing it by the representative rotation-dominated fraction at that
redshift (dot-dashed track in the left panel). The studies from which the data have been collected are shown in the legend of Fig. 2,
and the symbols corresponding to the new subsamples created by varying the VC/σint cuts (see text) are indicated in the legend of this
figure. Samples in which the fraction of the parent sample used in the Tully-Fisher analysis is within ∼ 20 per cent of the representative
rotation-dominated fraction are defined as ‘representative of evolving-disk population’ (grey shaded region and see § 3.2.2). The black
dashed line shows a linear, error-weighted fit to the data points with parameters y = −0.24x + 0.22. A clear trend emerges: when the
fraction of the parent sample used to fit the Tully-Fisher relation is close to the representative rotation-dominated fraction at that
redshift - no offsets are typically found. In contrast, when a small fraction of the parent population is used, due to increasingly-strict
‘disk’ criteria, large, positive offsets are found.
to the KDS rotation-dominated offset error). The black
arrow indicates the direction of increasingly-strict disk
criteria, applied to isolate ‘disky’ galaxies that are the
closest match kinematically to the star-forming systems
observed locally.
Clearly the samples with selection criteria designed to
pick out the most disky galaxies, i.e. those with small nor-
malised parent fractions, are those which show evolution to-
wards higher rotation velocities at fixed stellar mass. The
most extreme example of this is for the KROSS sample with
a cut of VC/σint > 5, showing significant evolution towards
higher rotation velocities at fixed stellar mass in comparison
to the local stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation. Conversely,
the representative samples tend not to show evolution in the
Tully-Fisher relation and the high-redshift KDS galaxies ap-
pear to show evolution towards lower rotation velocities at
fixed stellar mass, as a result of the decline in rotation veloc-
ities and the increased contribution of velocity dispersions
to the dynamics of these systems (see § 4). The KROSS
ALL sample has a normalised parent fraction value which is
greater than 1.2, which is a consequence of the sample con-
taining both rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated
galaxies.
We highlight the correlation between Tully-Fisher ve-
locity offset and parent fraction by fitting a linear, error-
weighted function to the datapoints in the right panel of
Fig. 3 (black dashed line) recovering the relation y = −0.24x+
0.22. In § 3.2.4 we interpret this correlation further.
3.2.3 Median VC/σint and Tully-Fisher offsets
The median VC/σint values of the samples offers a second
way to probe sample-selection criteria. It is necessary to ac-
count for the cosmic decline and mass dependence of VC/σint
(e.g. Wisnioski et al. 2015; Simons et al. 2017; Turner et al.
2017) in order to make direct comparisons between the me-
dian VC/σint values of samples at different redshifts. One
way to do this is to use the simple equilibrium model pro-
posed in Wisnioski et al. (2015), which provides a prediction
for VC/σint as a function of both mass and redshift, sum-
marised by Equation 1:
VC
σint
(z,M?) = aQcrit fgas(z,M?)
(1)
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Figure 4. Left: VC/σint predictions computed using Equation 1, which is a function of the median stellar mass and redshift of a sample
of galaxies. Three example curves which show the dependence of the predicted VC/σint values on mass and redshift are shown. For each
comparison sample we compute a ∆log(VC/σint) value (Equation 2) by comparing the median observed VC/σint value with the prediction
from the model. We plot the KDS VC/σint > 1, the KROSS VC/σint > 1 and the KROSS VC/σint > 5 datapoints to indicate the position
of the samples relative to the model curves. Right: The velocity zero-point Tully-Fisher offsets from fitting the rotation-dominated sources
(Fig. 2, middle) versus ∆log(VC/σint). The studies from which the data have been collected are shown in the legend of Fig. 2 and the
symbols with coloured outlines have the same definition as the legend of Fig. 3. The black-dashed line shows the linear, error-weighted fit
to the data, which has equation y = 0.55x−0.01. The application of increasingly-strict disk criteria produces samples with median VC/σint
values larger than the model predictions, and leads to increasingly-large positive velocity zero-point offsets from the local Tully-Fisher
relation.
where a =
√
2 and Qcrit = 1.0 for a marginally stable
gas disk. The redshift and mass dependencies are encoded
in the gas fraction, the functional form of which is provided
in Wisnioski et al. (2015) Equations 3-6. Empirically,
the model curves match the observed VC/σint values in
the parent samples (see Fig. 11 of Wisnioski et al. 2015).
Therefore, irrespective of the assumptions in the model, it
provides a useful description of the evolving typical VC/σint
value for star-forming galaxies as a function of redshift.
Using the model curves we can compute a fiducial VC/σint
for the comparison samples of known median stellar mass
and redshift, representative of a population of typical
star-forming galaxies with those properties, and determine
the difference between this and the observed VC/σint for the
same sample. We use the model to define the evolving-disk
population, by specifying that the median VC/σint of this
population, at a given mass and redshift, is given by the
model curves.
The left panel of Fig. 4 demonstrates the redshift evolu-
tion of VC/σint for three different median stellar masses. As
an example, we show the location of the KDS VC/σint > 1,
the KROSS VC/σint > 1 and the KROSS VC/σint > 5
samples. We define the departure of the observed median
VC/σint from the model prediction using the following log
ratio:
∆log(VC/σint) = log (VC/σint)observed(VC/σint)representative
(2)
where (VC/σint)observed is the median observed ratio
and (VC/σint)representative is the model prediction at the
median stellar mass and redshift of the sample. The black
arrow in the left panel of Fig. 4 shows the magnitude of
this ratio for the KROSS VC/σint > 5 sample. In the
right panel of Fig. 4 we plot the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher
offsets for each comparison sample against their associated
∆log(VC/σint) from Equation 2. The grey-shaded region is
again an indication of whether the comparison samples are
in agreement with the expectation for the evolving-disk
population, with a tolerance of ±0.1 dex. Both the KDS and
KROSS ALL samples have median VC/σint values lower
than the representative region. This is due to a combination
of high velocity dispersions and low rotation velocities,
which may no longer serve as a sufficient probe of the
true dynamical mass (see § 4). We plot the same hatched,
no-evolution region as in the right panel of Fig. 3 and show
the direction of increasingly-strict sample-selection criteria
with the black arrow.
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There is a clear relationship, which appears to hold
throughout the comparison samples, between the stellar-
mass Tully-Fisher offsets and ∆log(VC/σint), again with
the most extreme example being the KROSS sample with
a cut of VC/σint > 5. Larger Tully-Fisher velocity zero-
point offsets are observed for samples where the observed
median VC/σint becomes increasingly larger than the
corresponding model prediction, which we highlight using
a linear, error-weighted fit to the datapoints in the right
panel of Fig. 4 (black dashed line), which has the best-fit
relation y = 0.55x − 0.01. The representative samples cluster
around zero Tully-Fisher offset, suggesting that the model
VC/σint curves define a reference, non-evolving Tully-Fisher
relation. If an observed sample of star-forming galaxies at
a particular median redshift has median VC/σint consistent
with the model prediction, the standard Tully-Fisher
relation fitted to those data will be in agreement with
the local relation. However it is possible to apply stricter
kinematic criteria, such as the rotation-dominated galaxies
being characterised by a higher VC/σint cut, which brings
the median VC/σint of the new rotation-dominated sample
higher at fixed stellar mass. The response in the velocity
versus stellar-mass plane is an evolution of the zero-point
of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation towards higher
rotation velocities at fixed stellar mass in comparison to
the local relation. This is most clearly seen for the KROSS
and HR-COSMOS subsamples in the right panel of Fig. 4,
to which several different VC/σint cuts have been applied
(and see also Tiley et al. 2016).
The VC/σint > 1.0 cut used to distinguish between
rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated galaxies is ar-
bitrary and it is crucial to bear in mind that the evolution of
the Tully-Fisher relation is dependent on where this bound-
ary is placed. Also in Tiley et al. (in prep.) the authors show
that the combination of lower data quality at intermediate
and high redshift, and attempts to apply corrections in order
to recover intrinsic properties, results in sources scattering
in and out of the VC/σint > 1 bin. This suggests that, at
high redshift, the dynamical state of sources above and be-
low this threshold can be ambiguous, due to the difficulties
associated with accurately extracting kinematic properties.
The interpretation of the relationship between ∆log(VC/σint)
and Tully-Fisher offset is discussed further in the following
subsection.
3.2.4 Interpretation
Figs 3 and 4, and the associated discussions above, describe
the increased kinematic diversity of the evolving galaxy
disks at high redshift. At a particular stellar mass there
exists a range of VC/σint values, which we interpret here
as being an indicator of the kinematic maturity of the
galaxy disks. Fitting the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation
to the highest VC/σint cloud leads to inferred evolution
from the local relation. Assuming that these galaxies do not
have velocities which are biased high by large inclination
corrections, fits to these subsamples answer the question:
‘what happens in the rotation-velocity versus stellar-mass
plane to star-forming galaxies that are most like those disks
we observe locally?’. Furthermore, the high VC/σint samples
have the advantage that rotation velocity is a better tracer
of the dynamical mass. However, with increasing redshift,
these sources become increasingly rare and progressively less
representative of the underlying evolving-disk population.
The results of this paper indicate that for high VC/σint
samples we find Tully-Fisher velocity zero-point evolution
of +0.08 to +0.12 dex (i.e. stellar-mass zero-point evolution
of −0.30 to −0.45 dex) at z ≥ 1, in agreement with previous
work studying galaxies in this regime. This evolution is
consistent with a picture in which star-forming galaxies at
high redshift have similar dynamical mass, but with higher
gas fractions, and have simply converted less gas into stars
(e.g. Puech et al. 2008; U¨bler et al. 2017). Variation in the
offsets is determined by sample-selection criteria, which
alter the magnitude of the inferred Tully-Fisher evolution
in a prescribed way as explored above. Other factors which
alter the inferred evolution are the choice of local reference
relation (see Figs A1 and A2 in Appendix A) and the
methods followed to extract kinematic parameters (which
we do not attempt to correct for in this work).
The inferred evolution from the highest VC/σint star-
forming galaxies also appears to be consistent with the pre-
dicted evolution of the velocity versus stellar-mass relation
from cosmological simulations (e.g. Dutton et al. 2011).
However, the model predictions for the evolution of the
Tully-Fisher relation with redshift from (e.g. Dutton et al.
2011) or the EAGLE simulation (Schaye et al. 2015) as pre-
sented in Tiley et al. (in prep.) represent an idealised sce-
nario where all of the dynamical mass is supported by or-
dered rotation. In reality this does not appear to be the case
(e.g. Burkert et al. 2010; U¨bler et al. 2017; Turner et al. 2017)
and the contribution of random motions to supporting dy-
namical mass becomes increasingly significant with increas-
ing redshift. The agreement between model predictions for
the evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation and
the fits to high VC/σint samples again suggests that these
galaxies are closest to being supported purely by ordered
rotation.
One can instead focus on larger samples which are
more representative of the typical evolving-disk population
at a particular epoch, are more kinematically diverse and
may have a larger contribution from random motions
to supporting the dynamical mass of the systems (e.g.
Harrison et al. 2017). In this case, the velocity zero-point
of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation does not evolve
strongly and may even evolve in the opposite sense at z > 3,
where pressure support is most significant (e.g. Turner
et al. 2017). In between these extremes, the offsets from
the local stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation are mediated by
both the median VC/σint of the sample and the fraction
of galaxies used in the Tully-Fisher analysis relative to the
parent sample as demonstrated in Figs 3 and 4. However,
it is not easy to interpret this evolution in relation to a
dynamical-mass to stellar-mass ratio evolution.
As has been explored recently, it is necessary to account
for the contribution of random motions to the dynamics of
the system, especially at high redshift where star-forming
galaxies appear to be highly pressurised (e.g. Kassin et al.
2012; U¨bler et al. 2017). Doing so provides an opportunity to
trace the true dynamical mass and to unify samples consist-
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ing of both rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated
galaxies, thus mitigating the effects of sample selection. We
explore the extent to which the rotation velocities may un-
derestimate dynamical mass for the KDS galaxies in § 4.1
and consequently derive the possible form of a ‘total ve-
locity’, that includes a contribution from the velocity dis-
persion. Analogous to § 3.2, we then proceed to study the
evolution of the total-velocity versus stellar-mass relation,
using our compilation of comparison samples, throughout
the following sections.
4 VELOCITY DISPERSION CONTRIBUTION
IN TRACING DYNAMICAL MASS
4.1 The virial mass content of the KDS galaxies
In this subsection we discuss the concept of ‘total veloc-
ity’ for the KDS galaxies, that includes a velocity-dispersion
contribution (ησint), where η can be constrained by the com-
parison between stellar and virial mass. This involves mak-
ing an assumption for the value of the ratio of dynamical to
stellar mass for the KDS galaxies at z ' 3.5, which is inher-
ently uncertain. However, this assumption can be informed
by considering the observed gas fractions in high-redshift
galaxies (e.g. Tacconi et al. 2013, 2017) and explored by
adopting different values for the ratio in § 4.2.
The observed dynamics of a galaxy can be used to infer
the total mass enclosed at different radii, which can then be
compared with the stellar mass from SED fitting. In this way
the partitioning of the total mass between baryonic compo-
nents can be studied and compared with predictions. Assum-
ing that a galaxy is supported against gravitational collapse
by ordered rotation, the rotation velocity can be used to
trace the mass enclosed within radius R as follows:
M (< R) = RVC(R)
2
G
(3)
For the KDS isolated-field sample galaxies the rotation
velocities are extracted at a radius of 2R1/2 from the intrinsic
models and so the mass enclosed within this radius is given
by:
Mvir =
2R1/2V2C
G
(4)
which we refer to hereafter as the virial mass, Mvir.
In the left panel of Fig. 5, we plot virial mass, computed
using this simple equation, against stellar mass for the
KDS isolated-field sample galaxies. The majority of galax-
ies in the isolated-field sample show Mvir < M? (with me-
dian value Mvir/M? = 0.32 ± 0.23), including those in the
rotation-dominated subsample (for which the median value
of Mvir/M? = 0.59±0.43). This is surprising because at a ra-
dius of 2R1/2 for the KDS galaxies we are tracing the bulk of
the stellar mass distribution4, and so in principle the virial
mass should exceed the stellar mass if it is a measure of the
4 We have verified in Turner et al. (2017) that 23/24 KDS
isolated-field sample galaxies also detected in van der Wel et al.
(2012) follow Se´rsic light profiles with n ∼ 1. For this (exponen-
tial) distribution, a radius of 2R1/2 encloses ∼ 85 per cent of the
total mass enclosed within 2R1/2. Indeed at the KDS me-
dian redshift of z ' 3.5, the gas fractions can be ≥ 50 per
cent for typical star-forming galaxies (Tacconi et al. 2013,
2017), and dark matter is also present within the galactic
disk. If these components are gravitationally supported by
rotation alone, the virial mass computed using Equation 4
should be substantially larger than the stellar mass of the
galaxies.
To place the KDS galaxies in the context of lower red-
shift results, we again use galaxies from the KROSS sample.
The red and blue contours in the left panel of Fig. 5 indi-
cate the density of the dispersion-dominated and rotation-
dominated KROSS sample galaxies respectively in the virial
mass versus stellar mass plane. The majority of the KROSS
rotation-dominated galaxies show Mvir > M? and almost all
KROSS dispersion-dominated galaxies show Mvir < M?.
As shown in § 3.1, the rotation-dominated KDS galax-
ies are ' −0.10 dex in velocity zero-point beneath the local
stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation from Reyes et al. (2011).
The KDS galaxies also have half-light radii which are a fac-
tor of ' 3 − 4 smaller than these local galaxies. In order for
the total mass in the more compact KDS galaxies to be sup-
ported by rotation alone, we would expect that they ‘spin
up’ to higher rotation velocities at fixed stellar mass. Ob-
servationally this does not appear to be the case (see e.g.
Simons et al. 2017) suggesting that rotational motions alone
are not sufficient to provide gravitational support for the to-
tal mass in the KDS galaxies, which also appears to be the
case for many of the intermediate redshift KROSS galaxies.
A possible solution to the virial to stellar mass discrepancy is
that random motions in the systems, as traced by the veloc-
ity dispersions, provide partial gravitational support for the
total disk mass as has been previously suggested (e.g. Kassin
et al. 2007; Burkert et al. 2010; Kassin et al. 2012; Newman
et al. 2013; U¨bler et al. 2017). This contribution becomes
increasingly significant with increasing redshift as the ratio
of rotation velocity to velocity dispersion decreases. This is
referred to as an ‘asymmetric drift’ correction (e.g. Burkert
et al. 2010), where turbulent pressure support generated by
gravitational instabilities renders the observed rotation ve-
locity a poor tracer of the total virial mass in the galaxy. A
revised description of the total virial mass, Mvir,tot, is given
below:
Mvir,tot =
2R1/2
(
V2
C
+ ησ2
int
)
G
(5)
which includes a contribution from the velocity dis-
persion of the galaxies. Here we do not seek to derive
a precise value for η, rather to show that a significant
contribution to the dynamical mass from random motions
appears necessary in order to provide gravitational support
for the expected baryonic material within 2R1/2. We use the
value η = 4.0, which generates a median ratio of total virial
mass to stellar mass in the KDS isolated-field sample equal
to 2 (i.e. median Mvir,tot/M? = 25). This implies that, on
stellar light, from which the stellar mass is inferred through SED
fitting.
5 The η values required for individual galaxies to have
Mvir,tot/M? = 2 vary widely, with ηmin = 0.25 and ηmax = 37.
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Figure 5. Left: Virial mass computed using only rotation velocities (Equation 4) versus stellar mass for the KDS isolated-field sample,
with the black line indicating equality between virial mass and stellar mass. The blue-circular symbols show the KDS galaxies with
VC/σint > 1 and the red-diamond symbols show the KDS galaxies with VC/σint < 1, occupying a region with lower Mvir values than
the rotation-dominated galaxies. The majority of the points lie in the unphysical Mvir < M? region, indicating that rotation velocity
alone is not sufficient to provide gravitational support for the stellar mass in the systems. The blue and red contours show the density
of rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated galaxies from KROSS (Harrison et al. 2017), both starting at 10 and increasing in
increments of 10 and 3 respectively. Right: Total virial mass, Mvir,tot, computed with an additional component traced by the velocity
dispersion, versus stellar mass, with the black line indicating equality between these quantities. The addition of this component shifts
most galaxies into the Mvir,tot > M? region and highlights the potential for a combination of random motions and ordered rotation to
play a role in supporting the total virial mass.
average across the KDS sample and on the scales traced
by the observations, the dynamical mass should be twice
as large as the stellar mass. This value of η is comparable
to the value found for an exponential mass distribution
(η = 3.4, e.g. Burkert et al. 2010; Newman et al. 2013) and
for a non-rotating spherical mass distribution of constant
density (η = 5). The adopted value of η is somewhat arbi-
trary, and so the impact on the results when varying this
parameter between a minimum of η = 2.0 (corresponding
to median Mvir,tot/M? ∼ 1.1) and a maximum of η = 6.0
(corresponding to median Mvir,tot/M? ∼ 2.7) is explored
throughout § 4.2.
In the right panel of Fig. 5 we plot total virial mass,
computed using Equation 5, versus stellar mass for the KDS
galaxies. By design, with this additional virial mass com-
ponent sourced by the velocity dispersions, most of the
isolated-field sample galaxies shift to the Mvir,tot > M?
region and the discrepancy between dispersion-dominated
and rotation-dominated galaxies no longer remains. We
again plot the rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated
KROSS sample galaxies with the blue and red contours re-
spectively in this plane, with Mvir,tot computed using the
same equation. The dispersion-dominated galaxies from the
KROSS sample also shift into the Mvir > M? region, showing
similar values to the galaxies from the KDS sample.
From Equation 5, we can also define a ‘total velocity’,
which is given by:
Vtot =
√
V2
C
+ 4.0σ2
int
(6)
This is similar to the S0.5 =
√
0.5V2
C
+ σ2g relation
(Kassin et al. 2007), which uses the combination of observed
rotation velocity and integrated velocity dispersion as a bet-
ter tracer of dynamical mass (and Cf. also the circular veloc-
ity given by equation 1 of U¨bler et al. 2017). One important
difference between Vtot and S0.5 is the use of intrinsic rather
than integrated gas velocity dispersions and also the direct
addition in quadrature of the contribution from velocity dis-
persions to the observed rotation velocities, in an attempt to
find a substitute velocity which traces the total dynamical
mass. We proceed to explore the derived total velocities in
the context of the total-velocity versus stellar-mass relation
throughout the following sections.
4.2 The total-velocity versus stellar-mass relation
for the KDS galaxies
Given the sample-selection caveats discussed in § 3.2.1,
it would be extremely useful to measure the evolution
of the connection between dynamical and stellar mass
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Figure 6. Total-velocity versus stellar-mass for both the KDS and KROSS galaxies, with the same symbol convention, fit-lines and
local reference relation as Fig. 1. As discussed in the text, the total velocity is likely a better tracer of the true dynamical mass than
the rotation velocity alone. In contrast to Fig. 1, the rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated galaxies from both KDS and KROSS
fall on the same sequence when using the total velocity rather than the rotation velocity. This suggests that sample-selection effects,
which aim to distinguish between these subsamples, are less important when studying the total-velocity versus stellar-mass relation. The
relation log(Vtot) = β + α[log(M?) − 10.1] is fitted to the combined samples of rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated galaxies in
KDS and KROSS, returning zero-point offsets which are in agreement, and roughly +0.1 dex in total-velocity zero-point above the local
zero-point.
following a method which is insensitive to sample-selection
effects. By extension, this would allow fits to full galaxy
samples (i.e. both rotation-dominated, defined in whatever
way, and dispersion-dominated) regardless of the observed
kinematic properties of the individual galaxies. We do this
by including pressure support (following Equation 6) to
the rotation velocities of the KDS galaxies and plotting
the total-velocity versus stellar-mass relation in the right
panel of Fig. 6. We assume that the contribution of pressure
to the rotation velocities of local galaxies is negligible,
due to the large VC/σint ratios, and continue to compare
higher redshift fits with the fiducial relation recovered from
the fit to the Reyes et al. (2011) galaxies. This approach
is verified by adding a constant velocity dispersion of
20kms−1, appropriate for local spiral galaxies (e.g. Epinat
et al. 2008a), and calculating the total velocity of the Reyes
et al. (2011) galaxies using Equation 6. The normalisation
difference between the total-velocity versus stellar-mass and
velocity versus stellar-mass relations is +0.02 dex, which is
small in comparison to other systematics such as the choice
of η parameter and local reference relation.
In the total-velocity versus stellar-mass plane, the
discrepancy between rotation-dominated and dispersion-
dominated galaxies disappears for the KDS sample and is
greatly reduced in the KROSS sample. The same fitting
procedure as described above is applied in turn to the
full KDS sample, the rotation-dominated subsample and
the dispersion-dominated subsample, returning the values
βtot,all,z=3.5 = 2.269 ± 0.020, βtot,rot,z=3.5 = 2.245 ± 0.033
and βtot,disp,z=3.5 = 2.286 ± 0.023. Fitting the same sub-
samples of KROSS galaxies returns the values values
βtot,all,z=0.9 = 2.207 ± 0.010, βtot,rot,z=0.9 = 2.223 ± 0.010
and βtot,disp,z=0.9 = 2.139 ± 0.019. The fits to the full
KDS and KROSS samples suggest total-velocity zero-point
offsets of ' +0.14 dex and ' +0.08 dex towards higher total
velocities at fixed stellar mass respectively from the local
relation. Crucially, because of the high velocity dispersions
observed throughout the KDS sample (Turner et al. 2017),
the zero-point offsets shift substantially to move above
the local relation, bringing the rotation-dominated and
dispersion-dominated subsamples into agreement. This bal-
ance between the increased random motions and decreased
rotational motions in the KDS galaxies suggests that Vtot
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Figure 7. Total velocity offsets from the local stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation for each of the comparison samples, plotted against
redshift. Each panel is the same as in Fig. 2 but with the Tully-Fisher offsets computed using the total velocity from Equation 6. As
per Fig. 2 we indicate the zero-point shift of +0.05 dex found when using the Romanowsky & Fall (2012) reference relation with the
grey-dashed line. Also indicated with the black-dashed error bar on the KDS datapoints are the lower and upper limits on the KDS
total velocity offsets when using the values η = 2 and η = 6 respectively (see text). The dispersion-dominated galaxies sit on almost the
same relationship as the rotation-dominated galaxies, so that the fits to the full galaxy samples no longer average over two subsamples
in different regions of the plane. The fits to the full samples and the rotation-dominated galaxies with added pressure support suggest a
fairly constant shift in total-velocity zero-point of between +0.08 to +0.15 dex (−0.30 to −0.55 dex in stellar-mass zero-point) at z ≥ 1.
is a better tracer of the dynamical mass.
For this analysis we chose η = 4.0 in Equation 6, corre-
sponding to the value required for the KDS sample median
Mvir,tot/M? = 2. In Epinat et al. (2009) the value η = 1.35 is
adopted and in Newman et al. (2013) η = 3.4 is quoted for
an exponential mass distribution. If instead we adopt η = 2.0
and fit the full sample of KDS galaxies in the total-velocity
versus stellar-mass plane using the above relation, we re-
cover the normalisation βtot,all,η=2.0 = 2.162±0.021 and with
η = 6.0 we find βtot,all,η=6.0 = 2.337±0.021. Taking these val-
ues as encompassing the range of possible total-velocity zero-
points leads to large errors on the quoted zero-point above,
so that it reads βtot,all,z=3.5 = 2.269+0.07−0.10 (i.e. a zero-point
offset from the local relation of +0.14+0.07−0.10 dex). However at
the lower end of the 2.0 < η < 6.0 range, the discrepancy
between the expected virial and stellar mass (see § 4.1) is
still present and towards the upper end the relationship be-
tween virial mass and stellar mass flattens, suggesting that
the velocity dispersion term is too large. The precise choice
of η has a significant impact on the extent to which the KDS
total-velocity versus stellar-mass relationship is observed to
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Figure 8. We replicate the top panel of Fig. 7, plotting the full-sample total-velocity offsets against redshift, with the grey-hollow symbols
omitted. The red solid line shows an offset which is declining constantly with time, starting at an offset of +0.15 dex (see text). This
reflects a constant decline in the ratio of dynamical to stellar mass throughout star-forming galaxy samples as the age of the Universe
increases. The blue solid line shows a constant offset of +0.12 dex at z > 1, followed by a constant decline at z < 1. On the basis of these
data, we cannot distinguish between these two scenarios.
evolve. However, for the reasons above we believe η = 4.0 is
a reasonable choice.
4.2.1 Evolution of the total-velocity versus stellar-mass
relation out to z ∼ 4
To explore these ideas over a wider redshift baseline,
we calculate the total velocities of the comparison sam-
ple galaxies, where possible, and apply the same fitting
method as described in § 3.1. We again use a fixed slope
of αz=0 = 0.270, in order to measure the total-velocity
zero-point offsets from the local relation. This allows us
to compare with the offsets measured from fitting the
standard stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation throughout
§ 3.2. In Fig. 7 we plot the total-velocity versus stellar-mass
offsets against redshift for each of the comparison samples
in which velocity dispersion measurements were available.
The most dramatic difference between Figs 2 and 7 is
the velocity zero-point shift in the bottom panel, for the
dispersion-dominated galaxies, which move up to almost
the same position in the total-velocity versus stellar-mass
plane as the rotation-dominated galaxies (see Fig. B2 also).
The offsets computed from fits to the full samples and
to the rotation-dominated subsamples are now almost indis-
tinguishable, with the comparison samples at z ≥ 1 show-
ing offsets in the range +0.08 to +0.15 dex in total-velocity
zero-point (−0.30 to −0.55 dex in stellar-mass zero-point)
above the local relation. These results are subject to sev-
eral systematics. For example setting η = 2.0 and η = 6.0
in Equation 6 as described above leads to large errors on
the recovered KDS total-velocity offsets. We show these er-
rors, associated with the uncertainty in the value of η, with
the black-dashed error bars in each of the panels of Fig. 7.
We stress that this error is not so severe for the lower red-
shift comparison samples in which the velocity dispersions
are smaller. Adopting a different local reference relation can
change the KDS offset by −0.05 dex (see Fig. A2), repre-
sented in Fig. 7 by the grey-dashed zero-point lines. The im-
pact of these effects adds uncertainty to the extent of the
inferred evolution of the total-velocity versus stellar-mass
relation. However, the total-velocity offsets are consistently
positive amongst the star-forming galaxy comparison sam-
ples at z ≥ 1. This suggests an evolving ratio of dynamical
to stellar mass and a transition between the magnitude of
the dynamical support provided by ordered and random mo-
tions, due to the steady rise in the intrinsic velocity disper-
sions of star-forming galaxies with increasing redshift (e.g.
Wisnioski et al. 2015; Turner et al. 2017). We focus on the
interpretation of this result in the following section.
4.3 The addition of velocity dispersion is required
to trace the galaxy potential wells
As was discussed in § 4.2.1 and in Fig. 7, a more complete
way to study the evolution of the relationship between
dynamical and stellar mass is to attempt to account for
the effects of pressure support in the galaxies. This reduces
the kinematic diversity observed in high-redshift galaxies
by including the ‘missing’ dynamical component traced
by velocity dispersions, bringing rotation-dominated and
dispersion-dominated galaxies into better agreement in the
velocity versus stellar-mass plane (see the fits in Fig. B2)
and allowing us to fit the Tully-Fisher relation to the full
samples of galaxies. This avoids the problematic issue of
choosing criteria to define a Tully-Fisher sample, which, as
we have shown throughout § 3.2.1, entirely determine the
extent to which the relation is observed to evolve.
The fits suggest that the pressure corrected samples
all have positive total-velocity versus stellar-mass relation
offsets, with a mean value of roughly +0.12 dex in total-
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velocity zero-point (−0.45 dex in stellar-mass zero-point)
from the local stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation. This is
similar in magnitude to the offsets of −0.44 dex at z ' 0.9
and −0.42 dex at z ' 2.3 in stellar-mass zero-point quoted in
U¨bler et al. (2017), in which the effects of pressure support
have been included. This is interpreted as a decrease in
stellar mass relative to gas mass, as well as an increasing
baryonic to dark matter fraction with redshift on the scales
traced by the ionised gas emission. The combined impact
of these effects would maintain a relatively constant ratio
of dynamical to stellar mass on the disk scale above z ' 1.0,
which is traced by the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation.
In Fig. 8 we plot the total-velocity offsets measured from
fitting the combined rotation-dominated and dispersion-
dominated galaxies throughout the comparison samples,
(i.e. a reproduction of the top panel of Fig. 7). The blue
line shows an offset that is at a constant level of +0.12 dex
at z > 1 and declines to the local relation at a constant rate
(relative to redshift) at z < 1.
An alternative scenario is that populations of star-
forming galaxies have been gradually drifting onto the
local Tully-Fisher relation by maintaining constant total
velocity and growing in stellar mass at a rate which is
roughly constant with time. To demonstrate this, we plot
an offset of +0.15 dex at z = 3.5 (corresponding to 12
Gyrs in the past) which declines constantly with time onto
the local relationship at z = 0, with the red line in Fig. 8.
Both scenarios imply an important period of stellar mass
assembly within star-forming galaxy populations at z < 1
which starts to bring them onto the local stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation. The blue and red lines, representing
the increased influence of dark matter on disk scales (e.g.
U¨bler et al. 2017; Lang et al. 2017; Genzel et al. 2017) and
a constant decline in the ratio of dynamical to stellar mass
with time respectively, both appear to provide an adequate
description of the data. However the data do not allow us
to further distinguish between these two scenarios.
What is clear is that the trend to observe positive veloc-
ity zero-point offsets across all the comparison samples is not
seen unless a velocity dispersion term is taken into account,
as a direct consequence of sample-selection effects and the
incomplete dynamical evolution of star-forming galaxies at
intermediate and high redshift. This is especially true for
the KDS sample, in which the large observed velocity dis-
persions suggest that accounting for pressure support of this
type is especially important at z ' 3.5, where the interstel-
lar medium is increasingly turbulent and gas rich. It will
be intriguing to follow up these observations in the future
with increased senstitivity and higher spatial resolution, i.e.
in the JWST era, in order to compare stellar and gaseous
velocity dispersions and to further test the role of motions
traced by the gaseous velocity dispersion in supporting mass
in the systems against gravitational collapse.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have used rotation velocities, VC, and velocity disper-
sions, σint from the KMOS Deep Survey (Turner et al. 2017),
along with measurements from several carefully-selected
comparison samples spanning 0 < z < 3 (see Appendix A),
to investigate the evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher
relation. To explain discrepant literature results, we have ex-
plored the connection between sample-selection effects and
Tully-Fisher evolution, finding a strong correlation between
two tracers of sample-selection criteria and velocity zero-
point offsets from the local reference relation. We have also
studied the impact of adding pressure support in the deriva-
tion of rotation velocities as a way to both trace the true dy-
namical mass and to mitigate the effects of sample-selection
criteria. The main conclusions of this work are summarised
as follows:
• We fit the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation,
log(VC) = β + α[log(M?) − 10.1], to rotation-dominated
galaxies from the KMOS Deep Survey using a fixed slope
of α = 0.270, determined from fitting the same relation to
local reference data from Reyes et al. (2011). The recovered
velocity zero-point, βrot,z=3.5 = 2.02 ± 0.04, is offset by
−0.10 dex (+0.37 dex in stellar-mass zero-point) from the
z = 0 reference relation velocity zero-point, suggesting lower
rotation velocities at fixed stellar mass in the KDS galaxies
(see Fig. 1).
• We fit the same fixed-slope relation to data from 16
distant comparison samples spanning 0 < z < 4, divided into
rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated subsamples.
The fits to the rotation-dominated subsamples show a
variety of offsets from the local relation (on, above and
below), in agreement with the discrepancies quoted in
the literature and with no clear correlation between the
offsets and redshift (see Fig. 2). Increasingly-strict ‘disky’
sample-selection criteria result in larger inferred velocity
offsets at fixed stellar mass with respect to the local
Tully-Fisher relation. In contrast, no offset is generally
found for samples which are representative of the evolving-
disk population - defined as either: (1) a population of
VC/σint > 1 star-forming galaxies, so that the fraction used
in a Tully-Fisher analysis is in agreement with the evolving
rotation-dominated fraction (Fig. 3); (2) a population where
the average VC/σint value agrees with the prediction from
a simple equilibrium model (Fig. 4). The strong connection
between sample-selection criteria and Tully-Fisher offsets
highlights the kinematic diversity of high-redshift galaxies
and demonstrates that previous, discrepant results in the
literature for the evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher
relation can be explained by taking sample-selection criteria
into account.
• We show using a comparison of the KDS virial mass and
stellar mass that a contribution from velocity dispersion is
likely required to trace dynamical mass and consequently
define a ‘total velocity’ of the form Vtot =
√
V2
C
+ 4.0σ2
int
(Fig. 5). Using this relation, rotation-dominated and
dispersion-dominated galaxies lie on the same sequence
in the total-velocity versus stellar-mass plane (Fig. 6), in
contrast to in the rotation-velocity versus stellar-mass
plane. This allows us to fit the full KDS sample (both
rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated) consistently
in the total-velocity versus stellar-mass plane without
imposing any sample-selection criteria, finding an offset of
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+0.14 dex in total-velocity zero-point from the local relation.
• Using the total velocity also unifies the rotation-dominated
and dispersion-dominated galaxies throughout the compar-
ison samples. We explore the evolution of the total-velocity
versus stellar-mass relation, which is independent of selec-
tion criteria, finding a mean total-velocity zero-point offset
from the local relation of ∼ +0.12 dex (−0.45 dex in stellar-
mass zero-point) at z ≥ 1 (see Fig. 7). The evolutionary trend
throughout the total-velocity offsets suggests a constant de-
cline in the ratio of dynamical to stellar mass with cosmic
time at z < 4, reflecting the accumulation of stellar mass
and the kinematic evolution of star-forming galaxies. How-
ever, the data do not allow us to distinguish this scenario
from one in which the ratio of dynamical to stellar mass
stays constant in the range 1 < z < 4 and declines steadily
thereafter (Fig. 8).
It is crucial to consider the dynamical maturity of galax-
ies when determining whether the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher
relation evolves with redshift. Physically interpreting Tully-
Fisher evolution as tracing evolution of the ratio of dynam-
ical to stellar mass requires that rotation velocity is a good
tracer of dynamical mass. This is most likely to be true for
high VC/σint samples, within which the total mass of the
galaxies is closest to being supported entirely by ordered ro-
tation, however these samples become less representative of
the evolving-disk population at high redshift. The galaxies in
samples with lower median VC/σint have made less progress
towards forming a stable, rotating disk and have lower veloc-
ities at fixed stellar mass, with the magnitude of the velocity
dispersion tracing the ‘missing’ dynamical mass component.
Adding in a pressure support term to the velocities resolves
the discrepancy in the rotation-velocity versus stellar-mass
plane between star-forming galaxies at a particular epoch
which span a wide range in VC/σint, and allows a single
relation to be fitted to full samples without imposing sam-
ple cuts which potentially bias the results. The evolutionary
trend in the pressure-corrected stellar-mass Tully-Fisher re-
lation with redshift suggests a scenario in which gas rich
galaxies at high redshift have yet to form the bulk of their
stars and may have a smaller baryon to dark matter fraction
on the disk scale.
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APPENDIX A: COMPARISON SAMPLES
When attempting to assess the evolution of scaling relations
by comparing the results from different surveys across cos-
mic time, it is essential to monitor sample-selection crite-
ria and the differing methods used to compute the phys-
ical properties of the galaxies. We carefully chose several
local and distant comparison samples which have studied
the dynamical properties of star-forming galaxies of varying
median stellar mass, and paid close attention to the mea-
surement of stellar mass (correcting to a Chabrier 2003 IMF
where appropriate), intrinsic rotation velocities and veloc-
ity dispersions. We list the details of these measurements
for each of the local and distant comparison samples in the
following subsections. We did not however seek to correct
the different measurements of rotation velocity, e.g. extrac-
tion from the rotation curves at different radii, to a common
standard, which is a caveat of this analysis.
We chose the spiral galaxies presented in Reyes et al.
(2011) as our local reference sample to assess evolution in
the rotation-velocity and total-velocity versus stellar-mass
planes. As described in the main-text, we fitted the stellar-
mass Tully-Fisher relation to this sample to recover the local
slope and velocity zero-point. By fitting fixed-slope relations
to the local and distant comparison samples, and compar-
ing with the reference sample zero-point, we found the data
points used in the evolution plots throughout § 3 (i.e. Figs 2
and 7). We also list 4 alternative measurements of the local
stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation (details in Appendix A1.1
- A1.4) and plot these in Fig. A1, to assess the impact of
adopting a different local reference relation on the conclu-
sions of this work.
A1 Local comparison samples
A1.1 Reyes et al. 2011 spiral galaxies (z ' 0)
Reyes et al. (2011) presented a detailed study of the stellar-
mass Tully-Fisher relation using a representative sample of
189 disk galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS).
Rotation velocities, V80, were extracted by fitting an arctan-
gent function to the Hα position-velocity profiles and read-
ing off at the radius containing 80 per cent of the i-band light
(i.e. roughly 3Rd). Stellar masses were computed using the
method of Bell et al. (2003), which uses colour-dependent
mass-to-light ratios, and we converted from the Kroupa
(2002) IMF adopted in Reyes et al. (2011) to a Chabrier
IMF (i.e. we apply a ' 0.06 dex shift towards higher stellar
mass). The median stellar mass is log(M?/M) = 10.2. We
fitted the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation to the galaxies in
this survey using the relation log(VC) = β+α[log(M?)−10.10],
finding βz=0 = 2.127 ± 0.005 and αz=0 = 0.270 ± 0.009, in
good agreement with the values βz=0 = 2.142 ± 0.004 and
αz=0 = 0.278 ± 0.010 quoted in Reyes et al. (2011), with the
small normalisation discrepancy a result of the change in
IMF. Subsequently, we study the evolution of the stellar-
mass Tully-Fisher relation (§ 3.2) and the total-velocity ver-
sus stellar-mass relation (§ 4.2.1) by holding the slope fixed
to this local value and determining the velocity zero-points
of the distant samples (see Appendix A2). This has been
verified in § 4.2 by re-fitting the total velocities of the Reyes
et al. (2011) galaxies, assuming velocity dispersion values
Figure A1. 189 spiral galaxies from Reyes et al. (2011) are
plotted with the red squares and 57 Sa-Sm type spiral galax-
ies from Romanowsky & Fall (2012) are plotted with the blue
stars in the rotation-velocity versus stellar-mass plane. The re-
lation log(VC) = β + α[log(M?) − 10.1] was fitted to both sam-
ples, finding best fit parameters βz=0 = 2.173 and αz=0 = 0.234 for
the Romanowsky & Fall (2012) sample (green-dashed line) and
βz=0 = 2.127 and αz=0 = 0.270 for the Reyes et al. (2011) sam-
ple (black-solid line). To put these fits in context we also plot
the most commonly-used local stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relations
taken directly from the literature (i.e. without re-fitting the data
points) and our best-fit to the Pizagno et al. (2005) galaxies. We
used the Reyes et al. (2011) relation as our local reference, as
this has been used commonly in other studies of the stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation, has been recovered from a fit to a large num-
ber of galaxies and is intermediate in slope between the relations
plotted in this figure. As described in the main text (§ 3.2), when
adopting the Romanowsky & Fall (2012) relation as a reference,
the velocity zero-point offsets inferred for the comparison samples
shift by −0.05 dex, however the evolutionary trends remain the
same. Further information on these local comparison samples is
given throughout Appendix A1.
typical for the local Universe (e.g. Epinat et al. 2008b), find-
ing negligible difference in the zero-point and slope recovered
from the velocity versus stellar-mass fit.
A1.2 Romanowsky & Fall 2012 spiral galaxies (z ' 0)
Romanowsky & Fall (2012) carried out a detailed analysis of
the kinematic properties of 64 spiral galaxies and 40 early-
type galaxies in a study of the specific angular momentum of
galaxies in the local Universe. In Romanowsky & Fall (2012),
these spiral galaxies were taken from the compilation of Kent
(1986, 1987, 1988), which covers a wide range of morpholog-
ical types from Sa-Sm and with gas rotation curve measure-
ments from optical emission lines (Rubin et al. 1980, 1982,
1985) and H imeasurements (various literature sources). The
rotation velocity was extracted from these rotation curves,
which extend to several effective radii, at the point of flat-
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tening. No velocity dispersion measurements were presented
for the spiral galaxies in this sample and so we assumed that
the galaxies are rotation-dominated. We corrected the stellar
masses presented in Romanowsky & Fall (2012), computed
by assuming a fixed mass-to-light ratio for all spiral galaxies,
using Equation 1 of Fall & Romanowsky (2013), which as-
serts that the mass-to-light ratio is a function of extinction
corrected (B − V)0 colour. The (B − V)0 colours were taken
from the HYPERLEDA catalogue (Paturel et al. 2003), in
which 7 of the 64 spiral galaxies do not have a measurement,
leaving a reference sample size of 57 galaxies. The median
stellar mass for this reference sample is log(M?/M) = 10.8.
A1.3 Williams et al. 2009 early-type spirals (z ' 0)
Williams et al. (2009, 2010) described kinematic measure-
ments of 14 local early-type spiral galaxies (Sa,Sb) and 14
S0 type galaxies. We focus solely on the early-type spirals
as a comparison sample throughout this work. We adopted
the gas velocity, available for 10/14 galaxies, derived from
fitting the flat region of the [N ii] position-velocity diagram
and giving values which are ' −0.10 dex lower on average
than the stellar velocities, leaving 10 early-type spiral galax-
ies for analysis. Velocity dispersion measurements were not
presented for these galaxies and so we do not compute or
plot Vtot and assumed the galaxies that form this compar-
ison sample are dominated by ordered rotation. The Ks-
band mass-to-light ratio was computed for each galaxy by
leaving it as a free parameter in the dynamical modelling,
and was then used to find the stellar mass of the galax-
ies. The mean mass-to-light ratio adopted in Williams et al.
(2009) is a factor of 1.71 higher than for the early-type spi-
rals in Romanowsky & Fall (2012). We applied this mean
correction factor to the stellar masses presented in Williams
et al. (2010) for consistency with Romanowsky & Fall (2012),
and hence the other comparison samples. After applying
this correction the median stellar mass for this sample is
log(M?/M) = 11.0.
A1.4 Bell and de Jong 2001 spiral galaxies (z ' 0)
Bell & de Jong (2001) used a sample of local spiral galaxies
to examine the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation, with stel-
lar masses computed using colour-dependent mass-to-light
ratios and a ‘diet Salpeter’ IMF. This resulted in stellar
masses ' 0.08 dex larger than the Chabrier IMF (Cresci
et al. 2009). The velocities were taken from Verheijen & W.
(1997), which used the flat part of the H i rotation curve
for galaxies in the Ursa Major Cluster. The stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation presented in Bell & de Jong (2001):
log(VC) = (2.159±0.009)+(0.222±0.013)[log(M?)−10.1] (hav-
ing converted to the formalism used in this study and added
+0.024 dex to the velocity zero-point in the conversion from
diet Salpeter to Chabrier IMF), has been used frequently as
a local comparison relation throughout the literature. This
is in good agreement with our fit to the Romanowsky & Fall
(2012) spirals and we make use of this relation in Fig. A1,
which presents our comparison of local reference relations.
A1.5 Pizagno et al. 2005 SDSS spirals (z ' 0)
Another popular local reference sample is Pizagno et al.
(2005), in which the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation
was fitted to a collection of 81 spiral galaxies from the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), with stellar masses
measured using colour dependent mass-to-light ratios
following Bell et al. (2003), assuming a diet Salpeter
IMF. The rotation velocities were extracted from the
velocity profiles at 2.2Rd. We converted their fit re-
sult to our formalism, using the Chabrier IMF, giving
log(VC) = (2.130 ± 0.033) + (0.328 ± 0.013)[log(M?) − 10.1],
which has slope marginally steeper than our fit to the Reyes
et al. (2011) spirals. We have used the tabulated data in
Pizagno et al. (2005), with stellar masses corrected to a
Chabrier IMF, to refit the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation
with slope and zero-point free to vary, and found the best
fit log(VC) = (2.136 ± 0.007) + (0.283 ± 0.011)[log(M?) − 10.1].
This is in slight tension with the original fit, which has a
steeper slope, and in better agreement with the Reyes et al.
(2011) reference relation (of which the data in Pizagno
et al. (2005) is a subset).
A1.6 Hammer et al. 2007, Puech et al. 2008 (z ' 0)
In Hammer et al. (2007), the K-band Tully-Fisher relation
was constructed for a compilation of galaxies from 3
different studies (Courteau 1997; Verheijen & W. 2001;
Pizagno et al. 2007) containing spiral galaxies with Hubble
types Sa-Sm. This was converted to the stellar-mass Tully-
Fisher in Puech et al. (2008) by applying colour dependent
mass-to-light ratios as per Bell et al. (2003), with a diet
Salpeter IMF. The best-fit relation, after correcting to a
Chabrier IMF, is log(VC) = 2.038 + 0.357[log(M?) − 10.1]
which again has a significantly steeper slope than in Bell &
de Jong (2001). Whilst carrying out this fit, the authors re-
stricted themselves to the high-mass end of the Tully-Fisher
relations by only considering galaxies with log(VC) > 2.2.
It is possible that this resulted in a steeper slope in the
velocity versus stellar-mass plane, since a narrow mass
range provides little constraint on the slope of the fit.
A1.7 Summary of local comparison samples
In Fig. A1 we plot the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relations
recovered from fitting the data in Pizagno et al. (2005);
Reyes et al. (2011); Romanowsky & Fall (2012), as well
as the literature relations from Bell & de Jong (2001);
Pizagno et al. (2005); Puech et al. (2008) in an attempt to
understand any discrepancy between these. We plot also
the data from Romanowsky & Fall (2012) with the blue
stars and the data from Reyes et al. (2011) with the red
squares. Generally these are in good agreement over the
range 10.0 < log(M?/M) < 11.0, where the density of the
reference galaxies is highest, but diverge when extrapolated
to lower stellar masses as a result of differences in the slope
of the relations. The chosen local reference relation will
therefore impact the inferred evolution of the stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation when carrying out the fixed-slope
fitting procedure described in § 3.2. Throughout this work
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Figure A2. Left: The stellar-mass Tully-Fisher offsets against redshift, as per Fig. 2, using a local stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation
defined from fitting the Romanowsky & Fall (2012) galaxies. This has both a shallower slope and a higher velocity zero-point than the
Reyes et al. (2011) relation and has almost the same functional form as the commonly adopted Bell & de Jong (2001) relation. The
result when adopting this relation is a shift towards lower velocity zero-point offsets throughout the comparison samples by ' −0.05 dex,
although the trends remain unchanged. We show the approximate position of the Reyes et al. (2011) zero-point with the grey-dashed
horizontal line in each of the three panels. Right: The total-velocity versus stellar-mass offsets against redshift, as per Fig. 7, using the
local relation from fitting the Romanowsky & Fall (2012) galaxies. Using this local relation shifts the total-velocity zero-points downwards
by approximately ' −0.05 dex, although the trend for all comparison samples to be offset to higher total velocities at fixed stellar mass is
still observed. The position of the Reyes et al. (2011) zero-point is again shown with the grey-dashed horizontal line and the black-dashed
error bar on the KDS datapoint indicates the range of total-velocity zero-point offset differences found when varying the η parameter
over the range 2.0 < η < 6.0 as per Fig. 7.
we used the fit to the Reyes et al. (2011) data as our local
reference relation, which has slope intermediate between
the two extremes explored in Fig. A1. We also carried out
the analysis of § 3.2 using the fit to the Romanowsky &
Fall (2012) data as our local comparison sample (which is
almost equivalent to the Bell & de Jong (2001) relation),
and found the same evolutionary trends but with the
velocity zero-points shifted by roughly −0.05 dex towards
lower values due to a combination of the shallower slope
and higher velocity normalisation in the Romanowsky &
Fall (2012) galaxies. In Fig. A2 we plot the velocity and
total-velocity offsets against redshift (analogous to Figs
2 and 7) recovered from adopting the Romanowsky &
Fall (2012) stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation as a local
reference. This −0.05 dex shift is a significant fraction
of the evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation
inferred for the ‘diskiest’ galaxies in § 3.2.1 (+0.12 dex) and
if the Romanowsky & Fall (2012) relation was adopted we
would infer that there had been less evolution out to z ∼ 4.
We stress however that the same evolutionary trends are
recovered in our test of the two different reference relations.
A2 Distant comparison samples
We now list the details of the distant comparison samples,
noting the methods used to extract the kinematic parame-
ters and the number of galaxies in each parent sample. We
discuss the properties which are deemed not comparable to
the other samples (grey hollow symbols throughout § 3 and
§ 4 and grey cells in Table A1). In some of the studies from
which the data have been drawn, the authors make specific
reference to the evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher re-
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lation. We compare the conclusions presented in the original
studies with those that we find here using the same data.
A2.1 DYNAMO (z ' 0.1)
Green et al. (2014) described Hα IFU measurements of 67
star-forming galaxies, with half the sample selected as z ' 2
analogues on the basis of high specific star-formation rates
and gas fractions. For this reason, the sample does not rep-
resent ‘typical’ star-forming galaxies at z ' 0.1 and we use
hollow symbols for the DYNAMO data points throughout
the figures in § 3 and § 4. The velocity values were extracted
at a fixed radius from an arctangent model fitted to the ve-
locity fields (2.7Rd, where Rd is the exponential scale radius,
here measured in the r-band) and the velocity dispersion
was taken as the luminosity-weighted average of the beam-
smearing corrected dispersion field. The galaxies were clas-
sified using the scheme described in Flores et al. (2006). We
removed galaxies flagged to have ‘complex kinematics’ and
those with VC/σint < 1, to leave only the rotation-dominated
subsample of 51 galaxies. The stellar masses were computed
in Kauffmann (2003), using model mass-to-light ratios and
dust corrected z-band luminosities, with the sample hav-
ing median stellar mass of log(M?/M) = 10.3. Throughout
Green et al. (2014) the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation was
explored, finding an evolution of ' +0.09 dex (no error) in
velocity zero-point towards higher velocities at fixed stellar
mass in comparison to the local relation of Bell & de Jong
(2001). This is slightly larger than the offset of +0.07 ± 0.01
dex in velocity zero-point we find in comparison to the Reyes
et al. (2011) reference relation and significantly larger than
the evolution inferred in comparison to the Romanowsky &
Fall (2012) relation (which is close to the Bell & de Jong 2001
relation, see Fig. A1). This suggests some tension between
the fit results for the DYNAMO sample presented in Green
et al. (2014) and the results inferred from the same data
throughout this study. However, in both the original results
and from the fitting analysis in this paper, there appears to
be evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation in the
DYNAMO galaxies at z ' 0.1 (roughly 1 Gyr in the past).
This is possibly a consequence of the sample selection, in
which many of the galaxies in the sample have unusually
high gas content, and hence a large ratio of dynamical to
stellar mass, for this redshift.
A2.2 AHDG (z ' 0.4 and z ' 0.8)
In this study, Miller et al. (2011) described photometric
and kinematic measurements of 129 disk-like galaxies with
a broad morphological selection criteria that included irreg-
ular systems, systems which displayed signs of interactions
and bulge-dominated disks. The broad selection criteria
was chosen to reduce potential bias towards selecting only
symmetric spirals, which represent the end point of isolated
evolution. In this work we split the full sample into a low
redshift subsample with 0.2 < z < 0.6, with median z = 0.4
and containing 67 galaxies and a high-redshift subsample
with 0.6 < z < 1.3, with median z = 0.8 and containing
62 galaxies. Velocity measurements were computed from
Keck II DEIMOS spectra, using an arctangent fit to the
position-velocity diagrams of various optical emission lines
and extracting at a fiducial radius of 2.2Rd. No velocity
dispersion measurements were made and so again we
do not measure Vtot and assumed, given the disk-like
selection criteria, that all galaxies in both redshift ranges
are dominated by ordered rotation. Stellar masses were
computed from SED fitting using a Chabrier IMF, with
the authors then using the mass enclosed within 2.2Rd.
The remainder of the comparison samples used the total
stellar mass whilst fitting the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher
relation, and so we added +0.187 dex (as stated in Miller
et al. 2012) to the quoted stellar masses to account for this.
Following this correction, the median stellar mass values
are log(M?/M) = 10.0 and log(M?/M) = 10.3 for the low
and high-redshift subsamples respectively.
Throughout Miller et al. (2011, 2012) the stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation was explored in comparison to local re-
lations presented in Bell & de Jong (2001) and Pizagno et al.
(2005), finding no evidence for evolution in the zero-point of
the fit to the data. This is consistent with the lack of evolu-
tion found in our analysis for the same data. In Miller et al.
(2011, 2012) the authors did not attempt to pick out z = 0
disk analogues by applying stricter sample-selection criteria
and so the star-forming galaxies are likely to be representa-
tive of the evolving-disk population at the redshifts studied.
The broad sample selection criteria and subsequent lack of
inferred evolution in the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation
for these galaxies is consistent with the findings in § 3.2.1,
despite the lack of reported velocity dispersions preventing
us from plotting datapoints in Figs 3 and 4 to show this
explicitly.
A2.3 IMAGES (z ' 0.6)
In Puech et al. (2008) the authors evaluated the stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation using 63 star-forming galaxies from the
IMAGES large programme Yang et al. (2008), which made
use of the GIRAFFE integral-field spectrograph. The veloc-
ity measurements were made by fitting PSF-convolved thin-
disk models with arctangent velocity fields to the observed
[O ii] velocity fields, and extracting at the flat region of the
rotation curve. Velocity dispersion values were not reported
in Puech et al. (2008) or in the companion IMAGES sur-
vey papers (e.g. Neichel et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2008). The
authors provided a kinematic classification for each galaxy
following Flores et al. (2006), and we removed all those with
‘complex kinematics’ to leave a sample of 28 galaxies. We
also constructed a sample containing 14 galaxies that are
classed as ‘rotation-dominated’, plotted in the VC/σint > 1
panels throughout § 3 and § 4, although there is only a
very small difference in the velocity zero-point offsets be-
tween these and the sample of 28 galaxies that also contain
‘perturbed rotators’. Stellar masses were computed using K-
band luminosities and a colour dependent mass-to-light ratio
following the method described in Bell et al. (2003). This
method assumed a diet Salpeter IMF, which we corrected
to Chabrier by reducing the stellar masses by a factor 1.19
(Cresci et al. 2009). The median stellar mass value amongst
the full sample is log(M?/M) = 10.3. In Puech et al. (2008)
the authors studied the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation
and found an evolution of +0.13 ± 0.06 dex in velocity zero-
point in comparison with the local relation described in Ap-
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pendix A1.6. When fitting the same data with the slope fixed
to the shallower value found in the Reyes et al. (2011) re-
lation, which also has higher velocity zero-point, we found
an evolution of +0.04 ± 0.03 dex. This highlights the impor-
tance of the choice of local reference relation in determining
the extent of the evolution, which is much less extreme in
comparison to the Reyes et al. (2011) relation. The galax-
ies to which the relation is fitted are the ‘diskiest’ in the
Puech et al. (2008) sample. Observing evolution in the rela-
tion when fitting these galaxies is therefore consistent with
the discussion throughout § 3.2.1, although we cannot plot
the Puech et al. (2008) data point in Figs 3 and 4 to show
this explicitly due to the lack of reported velocity disper-
sions.
A2.4 MUSE+KMOS - MKS (z ' 0.65 and z ' 1.25)
Swinbank et al. (2017) measured the kinematics of ' 150
main-sequence star-forming galaxies spanning 0.28 < z <
1.65 using Multi-Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) ob-
servations of [O ii] emitters and KMOS observations of Hα
emitters. In this work we split the sample into two redshift
ranges; the lower redshift subsample with 0.28 < z < 1.0,
median z = 0.65 and containing 107 galaxies and a higher
redshift subsample with 1.0 < z < 1.65, median z = 1.25 and
containing 43 galaxies. The velocity was measured by fitting
disk+halo dynamical models to the observed data and ex-
tracting at 3.0Rd. These measurements have not had beam-
smearing corrections applied and so throughout § 3 and
§ 4 the points are plotted with hollow symbols. The veloc-
ity dispersions were measured from the observed linewidths
and corrected for beam-smearing following the method de-
scribed in Johnson et al. (2017). We used the combination of
the two measurements to construct rotation-dominated and
dispersion-dominated subsamples in each redshift range on
the basis of VC/σint > 1. Stellar masses were computed us-
ing the HYPER-Z SED fitting code with a Chabrier IMF, with
a median stellar mass of log(M?/M) = 9.3 across the lower
redshift subsample and log(M?/M) = 9.9 across the higher
redshift subsample. The stellar mass Tully-Fisher relation is
not studied in Swinbank et al. (2017).
A2.5 HR-COSMOS (z ' 0.9)
Pelliccia et al. (2017) described kinematic measurements
for a subsample of 82 galaxies from the HR-COSMOS sur-
vey, which made use of slit spectroscopy using the Visible
Multi-Object Spectrograph (VIMOS). Various optical emis-
sion lines were targeted and velocity measurements were ex-
tracted by fitting PSF-convolved exponential disk, flat and
arctangent velocity field models to the data. The results from
these different models are consistent within the uncertain-
ties and in most cases the rotation velocity was extracted at
2.2Rd from the exponential disk model. The velocity disper-
sion was also constrained as a parameter in the model, giving
beam-smearing corrected measurements of both velocity and
velocity dispersion for the sample. This allowed for classifica-
tion into rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated sub-
samples. Stellar masses were computed from SED fits to 30-
band UV-IR photometry in the COSMOS field using the LE
PHARE software (Arnouts et al. 2002; Ilbert et al. 2006) with
a Chabrier IMF. The rotation-dominated subsample have
log(M?/M) = 10.2, whilst the dispersion-dominated sub-
sample have log(M?/M) = 9.7. Throughout Pelliccia et al.
(2017) the authors studied the evolution of the stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation over the range 0 < z < 1.2 using sev-
eral datasets from the literature, concluding that there is no
significant evolution in their dataset or when studying all
datasets together. This is consistent with the results we find
when fitting the HR-COSMOS data, which we conclude are
representative of the evolving-disk population at z ' 0.9 due
to the lack of additional sample cuts which aim to isolate
the most disky galaxies.
A2.6 KROSS (z ' 0.9)
Stott et al. (2016) described the first kinematic measure-
ments from the KMOS Redshift One Spectroscopic Survey,
with the full sample and derived values presented in Harrison
et al. (2017). Velocity and velocity dispersion measurements
were made from IFU observations of the Hα emission line
for ' 600 galaxies as explained below, providing a very large
and diverse statistical sample at z ' 1.0. Exponential disk
models were fitted to the observed 2D velocity fields to pro-
vide a smoothly varying 1D profile, and measurements were
extracted at 3.4Rd. Velocity dispersion measurements were
extracted either at the outskirts when the data extend to
large enough radii, or using a median of the observed val-
ues when they do not. The observed velocity and velocity
dispersion measurements were then corrected for the effects
of beam-smearing using the methods discussed in Johnson
et al. (2017). We only used sources with quality flags 1-3,
with no sign of AGN and with inclination angles θim > 25◦
from the catalogue presented in Harrison et al. (2017), in
order to minimise the uncertainties on the kinematic param-
eters, which left a total of 475 galaxies. Using the velocity
and velocity dispersion measurements we defined rotation-
dominated (382/475, 80 per cent) and dispersion-dominated
(93/475, 20 per cent) subsamples. Stellar masses were esti-
mated using a fixed mass-to-light ratio applied to the H-
band magnitudes, with median value log(M?/M) = 10.1 for
the rotation-dominated subsample and log(M?/M) = 9.7
for the dispersion-dominated subsample. The analysis pre-
sented in Harrison et al. (2017) suggestsed that rotation-
dominated galaxies (VC/σint > 1) at z ' 0.9 lie on the Reyes
et al. (2011) stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation. This is con-
sistent with the results we found when fitting the KROSS
sample. In Tiley et al. (2016), an analysis of the stellar mass
Tully-Fisher relation for the KROSS sample, it was reported
that applying stricter VC/σint cuts led to inferred evolu-
tion towards higher velocities at fixed stellar mass in the
stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation. We reproduced this trend
throughout the analysis presented in this paper, interpreting
these cuts as selecting galaxies that are more kinematically
evolved and closer to tracing dynamical mass using rotation
velocities alone.
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Table A1. We list the zero-points, β, recovered from fitting the function log(V) = β + α[log(M?) − 10.1] to the velocity versus stellar-mass and total-velocity versus stellar-mass
relations for the local and distant comparison samples listed in Appendices A1 and A2 respectively. The slope, α, is held fixed throughout the fitting to the value 0.270 recovered
from fitting the local galaxy sample presented in Reyes et al. (2011). For reference, the slopes and zero-points of popular local comparison samples from the literature are
presented in Appendix A1. The grey cells show the zero-point parameters which are not deemed directly comparable to the others, as explained throughout Appendix A2, and
are correspondingly plotted with grey hollow symbols in Figs 2, 3, 4, 7 and A2.
Survey z
β values from fits to the data
M? Number VC vs. M?, α = 0.270 Vtot vs. M?, α = 0.270
All RD DD All RD DD All RD DD All RD DD
Local Samples
Reyes+11 (REFERENCE) 0.0 10.2 10.2 - 16 16 0 2.127 ± 0.010 2.127 ± 0.010 - - - -
Romanowsky+12 0.0 10.8 10.8 - 16 16 0 2.154 ± 0.012 2.154 ± 0.012 - - - -
Pizagno+05 0.0 10.3 10.3 - 81 81 0 2.126 ± 0.009 2.126 ± 0.009 - - - -
Williams+10 0.0 11.2 11.2 - 10 10 0 2.104 ± 0.015 2.104 ± 0.015 - - - -
Distant Samples
DYNAMO 0.1 10.3 10.3 - 51 51 0 2.191 ± 0.011 2.191 ± 0.011 - 2.254 ± 0.010 2.254 ± 0.010 -
AHDG (low-z) 0.4 10.0 10.0 - 67 67 0 2.111 ± 0.012 2.111 ± 0.012 - - - -
∗IMAGES 0.6 10.3 10.3 - 28 14 0 2.170 ± 0.023 2.192 ± 0.028 - - - -
MKS (low-z) 0.7 9.3 9.4 8.8 106 86 20 2.015 ± 0.016 2.075 ± 0.014 1.720 ± 0.045 2.214 ± 0.012 2.216 ± 0.012 2.209 ± 0.022
AHDG (high-z) 0.8 10.3 10.3 - 62 62 0 2.115 ± 0.013 2.115 ± 0.013 - - - -
HR-COSMOS 0.9 10.1 10.2 9.7 80 65 15 2.015 ± 0.023 2.148 ± 0.011 1.428 ± 0.111 2.233 ± 0.009 2.235 ± 0.010 2.230 ± 0.015
KROSS 0.9 10.0 10.1 9.7 475 328 93 2.002 ± 0.008 2.112 ± 0.009 1.549 ± 0.013 2.207 ± 0.010 2.223 ± 0.010 2.139 ± 0.019
KMOS3D (low-z) 0.9 10.5 10.5 - 65 65 0 2.239 ± 0.008 2.239 ± 0.008 - 2.249 2.249 -
MASSIV 1.2 9.9 10.1 9.8 46 30 16 1.940 ± 0.065 2.119 ± 0.076 1.615 ± 0.125 2.212 ± 0.036 2.226+0.052−0.047 2.188 ± 0.037
MKS (high-z) 1.3 9.9 10.0 9.3 43 35 8 1.841 ± 0.021 1.938 ± 0.017 1.347+0.082−0.094 2.064 ± 0.012 2.089 ± 0.012 1.930 ± 0.025
SIGMA (low-z) 1.5 10.1 10.2 9.5 27 18 9 1.981 ± 0.150 2.221 ± 0.037 1.524+0.427−0.498 2.267 ± 0.025 2.307 ± 0.028 2.187 ± 0.039
SINS 2.0 10.6 10.6 - 16 16 0 2.242 ± 0.014 2.242 ± 0.014 - 2.283 ± 0.016 2.283 ± 0.016 -
ZFIRE 2.2 10.2 10.2 - 21 21 0 2.212 ± 0.020 2.212 ± 0.020 - 2.302 ± 0.016 2.302 ± 0.016 -
SIGMA (high-z) 2.3 10.0 10.2 10.0 17 12 5 1.924+0.081−0.077 2.086 ± 0.048 1.540+0.247−0.258 2.223 ± 0.024 2.246 ± 0.033 2.170 ± 0.037
KMOS3D (high-z) 2.3 10.5 10.5 - 46 46 0 2.222 ± 0.012 2.222 ± 0.012 - 2.199 2.199 -
AMAZE 3.0 10.0 10.0 - 5 5 0 2.116 ± 0.047 2.116 ± 0.047 - 2.402 ± 0.022 2.402 ± 0.022 -
KDS 3.5 9.8 9.8 9.7 29 13 16 1.900 ± 0.030 2.026 ± 0.036 1.790+0.042−0.045 2.269 ± 0.020 2.245 ± 0.033 2.286 ± 0.023
∗ The categories ‘All’ and ‘RD’ in this case correspond to the combination of the perturbed rotators and rotation-dominated galaxies and the rotation-dominated galaxies on
their own respectively (see Appendix A2.3). None of the galaxies in these categories are classified as dispersion-dominated.
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A2.7 KMOS3D (z ' 0.9 and z ' 1.25)
The KMOS3D survey presented in Wisnioski et al. (2015)
described KMOS Hα observations of ' 600 massive SFGs
clustered around z ' 0.9 and z ' 2.3. We made use of
data presented in a recent, thorough study of the evolution
of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation over the range
0.9 < z < 2.3 from U¨bler et al. (2017), using 316 KMOS3D
galaxies with detected and spatially resolved Hα emission.
The dynamical modelling of the data was presented in
Wuyts et al. (2016), in which exponential mass models were
fitted simultaneously to one-dimensional extractions along
the kinematic axis of the velocity and velocity dispersion
fields. The rotation velocity was extracted as the maximum
of the model rotation curve. Various cuts were made to the
parent sample to remove merger candidates and to ensure
high signal-to-noise and main-sequence sampling, leaving
240 galaxies. Further cuts were made to remove galaxies
where the peak velocity was not constrained, where the
velocity dispersion peak did not coincide with the galaxy
centre and where VC/σint <
√
4.4, in order to build a
Tully-Fisher sample of 65 galaxies at z ' 0.9 and 46 at
z ' 2.3. To calculate the parent fractions we assumed that
the parent sample of 316 galaxies is divided evenly between
the two redshift slices. The extracted stellar masses were
computed following the procedure described in Wuyts et al.
(2011), which uses a Chabrier IMF. The median stellar
mass in both redshift slices is log(M?/M) = 10.5.
Since tabulated data was not provided, the rotation
velocity values and stellar masses were extracted from Fig. 6
of U¨bler et al. (2017) using WebPlotDigitiser (Rohatgi
2017). In U¨bler et al. (2017) the authors found velocity
zero-point offsets, in comparison to the Reyes et al. (2011)
local relation, of +0.10 dex and +0.07 dex for the z ' 0.9
and z ' 2.3 subsamples respectively (errors not quoted).
These are in agreement with the values +0.11±0.01 dex and
+0.09 ± 0.01 dex we found when fitting the values extracted
from the plots. The observed evolution from the local
relation at both redshift slices is expected following the
discussion of § 3.2.1, since the sample selection described
in U¨bler et al. (2017) was designed to pick out the most
‘disky’ galaxies with high VC/σint values.
Throughout U¨bler et al. (2017) the authors also consid-
ered a circular velocity, which contains a velocity dispersion
term, to account for the non-negligible contribution of pres-
sure to the gravitational support of the systems. The mea-
sured offsets from the local relation in the circular velocity
versus stellar-mass plane increased to +0.12 dex at both red-
shift ranges. We do not have access to velocity dispersion
measurements for these galaxies and so cannot compute the
total velocity in the same way as the other samples. Con-
sequently, we plot the quoted circular velocity offsets from
U¨bler et al. (2017) with grey-hollow symbols in Fig. 7.
A2.8 MASSIV (z ' 1.2)
The Mass Assembly Survey with SINFONI in VVDS (MAS-
SIV) (Vergani et al. 2012; Contini et al. 2012; Epinat et al.
2012) utilised the Spectrograph for INtegral-Field Observa-
tions in the Near Infrared (SINFONI) to collect Hα emis-
sion line observations for 46 star-forming galaxies over the
range 0.9 < z < 1.6. The velocity and velocity dispersion
measurements were extracted after fitting a PSF-convolved
model arctangent function to the data to counter the effects
of beam-smearing. The rotation velocity was extracted at
' 3Rd from the intrinsic model and the velocity dispersion
is taken as the average of the beam-smearing corrected ve-
locity dispersion map. We defined rotation-dominated and
dispersion-dominated subsamples of 30 and 16 galaxies re-
spectively using the ratio V/σint > 1. The stellar masses
were computed in Contini et al. (2012) using SED fits to the
photometry with an assumed Salpeter IMF (Salpeter 1955),
which we converted to a Chabrier IMF by dividing by a fac-
tor 1.8. The median stellar mass is log(M?/M) = 10.1 in
the rotation-dominated subsample and log(M?/M) = 9.8
in the dispersion-dominated subsample. In Vergani et al.
(2012) the authors studied the evolution of the stellar-mass
Tully-Fisher relation since z ' 1.2 using the MASSIV sample,
making comparisons with both the Bell & de Jong (2001)
and Pizagno et al. (2007) local relations. For the rotation-
dominated MASSIV galaxies, velocity zero-point evolution
of +0.11 dex was found in comparison to the Pizagno et al.
(2007) local relation, whereas no evolution was found in com-
parison with the Bell & de Jong (2001) relation, consistent
with our findings for the MASSIV sample. This stresses fur-
ther the importance of choosing a consistent reference rela-
tion when making comparisons between different intermedi-
ate and high-redshift studies.
A2.9 SIGMA (z ' 1.5 and z ' 2.25)
Simons et al. (2016) presented the Keck/MOSFIRE Survey
in the near-Infrared of Galaxies with Multiple position
Angles (SIGMA), which was a study of the internal kine-
matics of star-forming galaxies at z ' 2. We split the full
sample into 27 galaxies with 1.3 < z < 1.8 and 17 galaxies
with 2.0 < z < 2.5 with measured velocities and velocity
dispersions. These come from parent samples of 33 and
25 galaxies at the respective redshift intervals, assuming
that 9 galaxies which were cut from the sample on the
basis of emission line extent are divided equally between
the two ranges. The velocity and velocity dispersion were
measured using ROTCURVE to fit the 2D longslit spectra
(containing high S/N detections of either the Hα or
[O iii]λ5007 emission line), which takes into account the
effects of beam-smearing. Stellar masses were computed
using SED fits with a Chabrier IMF with median values of
log(M?/M) = 10.1 and log(M?/M) = 10.0 for the samples
at lower and higher redshift respectively.
In Simons et al. (2016) the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher was
explored, with the location of galaxies in the velocity versus
stellar-mass plane found to depend strongly on the ratio of
VC/σint. For 12 massive, rotation-dominated galaxies from
the full sample (both redshift ranges) an evolution of −0.44
dex in log(M?/M) zero-point offset was reported, in com-
parison to the Reyes et al. (2011) relation, corresponding
to +0.12 dex in velocity zero-point offset. After splitting the
sample into two redshift ranges we found velocity zero-point
offsets of +0.09 ± 0.04 dex at z ∼ 1.5 and −0.04 ± 0.05 dex
at z ∼ 2.25, although there is a large degree of scatter in
the velocity versus stellar-mass plane amongst the higher
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redshift galaxies. Given the normalised parent fraction and
the median VC/σint of the lower redshift sample, there is a
discrepancy between the observed and expected stellar mass
Tully-Fisher offsets in the right panels of Figs 3 and 4. This
suggests higher observed rotation velocities at fixed stellar
mass relative to the other comparison samples.
A2.10 SINS (z ' 2.0)
The Spectroscopic Imaging survey in the near-infrared
(SINS) was presented in Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. (2009),
describing SINFONI Hα observations of 80 massive star-
forming galaxies. Cresci et al. (2009) described dynamical
modelling of a subsample of 18 galaxies from the SINS
parent sample, selected due to the prominence of ordered
rotational motions. We concentrated solely on this sub-
sample, since the dynamical modelling included steps to
correct the velocity and velocity dispersion fields for the
effects of beam-smearing. 16 of the 18 galaxies have reliable
stellar mass measurements and 11 have intrinsic velocity
dispersion measurements provided in Cresci et al. (2009),
which we used as comparison samples in the velocity versus
stellar-mass and total-velocity versus stellar-mass planes
respectively.
The velocities were extracted in Cresci et al. (2009) as
the best fit parameter from the IDL code DYSMAL, which de-
rives rotation curves given an input radial mass distribution.
This fitting procedure also constrained the intrinsic velocity
dispersions of the disks, corrected for beam-smearing and in-
strumental resolution effects. Stellar masses were computed
using SED fitting with a Chabrier IMF, with median value
for the 16 galaxies of log(M?/M) = 10.6. In Cresci et al.
(2009) the authors constructed the z ' 2 stellar-mass Tully-
Fisher relation and found a log(M?/M) zero-point offset of
+0.09 dex in comparison to the Bell & de Jong (2001) local
relation. This is in agreement with the value of +0.11 ± 0.01
dex that we found when fitting the Cresci et al. (2009) galax-
ies, consistent with evolution of the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher
relation since z ' 2. In the context of the discussion through-
out § 3.2.1, we expected to find evolution for this sample due
to the nature of the sample selection criteria, which aimed to
isolate the highest VC/σint galaxies from the SINS sample.
A2.11 ZFIRE (z ' 2.15)
In Straatman et al. (2017), the authors described
Keck/MOSFIRE longslit spectroscopic observations of 22
star-forming galaxies over the range 2.0 < z < 2.5. The
initial sample consisted of 38 galaxies from which the 22
were selected as the best candidates for accurate kinematic
modelling on the basis of the S/N of the emission lines. Ro-
tation velocities and velocity dispersions were measured by
fitting an arctangent function to the spectra in 2D, assum-
ing an exponential disk profile for the emission line intensity
(which is either Hα or [O iii]λ5007). The fitting procedure
included a beam-smearing correction so that the velocities,
extracted at 2.2Rd, and velocity dispersions used in fitting
the stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation were intrinsic proper-
ties. Only one galaxy in the sample shows VC/σint < 1, which
we removed to focus solely on the 21 rotation-dominated
galaxies. The stellar masses were computed using the FAST
SED fitting code with Chabrier IMF, with median value
for the sample log(M?/M) = 10.2. The authors fitted the
stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation to these galaxies and re-
covered the best-fit relation log(VC) = (2.20± 0.05)+ (0.193±
0.108)[log(M?)−10.1] when allowing both the slope and zero-
point to vary. When fixing the slope to the value described
in Reyes et al. (2011) the authors inferred a velocity zero-
point evolution of +0.07 dex. This is consistent with the
value +0.08 ± 0.02 dex that we find when fitting the same
galaxies and consistent with a moderate evolution of the
stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation since z ' 2.15. Given that
no special selection criteria have been applied, the ZFIRE
datapoint is an outlier in the right panel of Fig. 3, since the
normalised parent fraction for the sample is ∼ 1. However,
the observed Tully-Fisher velocity offset agrees with the ex-
pectation in the right panel of Fig. 4, as the sample has high
median VC/σint in comparison to the model prediction.
A2.12 AMAZE (z ' 3.0)
Gnerucci et al. (2011) presented the resolved dynamical
properties of the Assessing the Mass-Abundance redshift
Evolution (AMAZE) sample, using SINFONI [O iii]λ5007
measurements for 33 galaxies. 11 of these galaxies were
judged to be rotation-dominated by assessing the deviations
from a planar fit to the position-velocity diagram, with the
other 22 discarded in the analysis presented in Gnerucci
et al. (2011). Rotation velocities and intrinsic velocity dis-
persions were measured by fitting model rotation curves, de-
rived from exponential mass distributions, to the observed
velocity fields, with the extracted VC value taken as the large
radius limit of the rotation curve and the σint as the maxi-
mum of the difference in quadrature between the σobs map
and the σmodel map (which also takes into account instru-
mental resolution and beam-smearing; see their Equation
8).
As explained in Turner et al. (2017), we constructed a
‘clean’ sample of 5 galaxies that have constrained velocity
measurements, and velocity dispersion measurements con-
sistent with being greater than zero. Stellar masses were
derived from SED fitting using a Chabrier IMF, with me-
dian value for the clean sample of log(M?/M) = 10.0. Due
to the small sample size with large intrinsic scatter, we plot
all comparison points for the AMAZE sample with hollow
symbols. In Gnerucci et al. (2011) the authors fitted the
stellar-mass Tully-Fisher relation at z ' 3 to the full sample
of 11 rotation-dominated galaxies. A velocity zero-point evo-
lution of +0.286 dex is claimed in comparison to the Bell &
de Jong (2001) relation, far higher than in any of the other
comparison samples and requiring rapid evolution of the re-
lation over the range 2 < z < 3. In our clean sample, many of
the uncertain high-velocity galaxies are omitted and we find
a velocity zero-point evolution of −0.01 dex, consistent with
a picture in which the large velocity dispersions observed
throughout this sample become a significant component of
the dynamical mass budget.
A2.13 Summary of distant comparison samples
We have endeavoured to collect a large number of star-
forming galaxy samples with kinematic measurements, cov-
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Figure A3. As an enlarged example of the subplots shown
throughout Figs B1 and B2, we plot the 189 spiral galaxies from
Reyes et al. (2011) with the solid red squares with best-fit relation
log(VC) = 2.127 + 0.270[log(M?) − 10.1] (solid-black line).
ering a wide range in physical properties, redshift and
sample-selection criteria. This is to provide an unbiased per-
spective of the evolution of the stellar mass Tully-Fisher re-
lation over cosmic time. Given the numerous methodologies
which have been followed in the different studies to compute
and extract physical properties, there are unavoidable sys-
tematics associated with making use of published measure-
ments. Keeping this in mind as an important caveat, and to
summarise the results of § 3 and § 4, the normalisation of
the Tully-Fisher relation does appear to evolve with cosmic
time for the diskiest subsamples of galaxies, and the range of
normalisation shifts quoted in the literature are quantifiable
through an understanding of sample-selection criteria. As
the sample sizes and data quality continue to increase over
the range 0 < z < 4, it will be possible to further understand
the physical processes which are driving this evolution.
APPENDIX B: FITS TO COMPARISON
SAMPLE DATA
We include for reference the fits to the comparison sam-
ple data in the VC vs. M? plane (Fig. B1) and the Vtot
vs. M? plane (Fig. B2). In each subplot the reference sam-
ple and redshift are indicated, with solid points indicat-
ing rotation-dominated galaxies, hollow points dispersion-
dominated (where applicable), the solid coloured line the
fit to ‘All’ galaxies, the coloured-dashed line the fit to the
rotation-dominated galaxies and the coloured-dash-dot line
the fit to the dispersion-dominated galaxies (where applica-
ble). The shaded regions around these lines indicate the 1−σ
uncertainties on the fits. The solid black line shows the local
reference relation from fitting the Reyes et al. (2011) sam-
ple, which we show enlarged in Fig. A3 (and see A1) which
is used for comparison when constructing Figs 2 and 7. This
paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the
author.
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Figure B1. Best fits of the relation log(VC) = β + α[log(M?) − 10.1] to the comparison samples, using fixed slope α = 0.270, with
the recovered β values used throughout Fig. 2. Rotation-dominated and dispersion-dominated galaxies have filled and hollow symbols
respectively. The solid line shows the fit to the full samples, the dashed-line the fit to the rotation-dominated galaxies and the dot-dashed
line the fit to the dispersion-dominated galaxies. Shaded regions represent the 1 − σ uncertainty on the fits.
Figure B2. Best fits of the relation log(Vtot) = β + α[log(M?) − 10.1] to the comparison samples, using fixed slope α = 0.270, with the
recovered β values used throughout Fig. 7. The symbol convention is equivalent to Fig. B1.
